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1 1. .   I In nt tr ro od du uc ct ti io on n   a an nd d   R Re es se ea ar rc ch h   O Ob bj je ec ct ti iv ve es s
Chapter 1 discusses the motivation for conducting this research and presents
the problem area and research objectives.
1 1. .1 1. .   I In nt tr ro od du uc ct ti io on n   a an nd d   P Pr ro ob bl le em m   A Ar re ea a
High tech clusters are one of the most frequently cited objectives of recent
regional development policy. High tech industries are the most probable
source of innovations, successful entrepreneurs, new firms, and of new
industries.
1 It is the job-creation potential of high technology firms that attracts
the interests of policy makers. The research park building boom in the late
1970s and 1980s and the continuing interest demonstrate that public
authorities have taken up this idea.
Currently, companies involved in high technology and biotechnology seem to
be springing up everywhere and, while certain better-known locations such as
California’s Silicon Valley, North Carolina’s Research Triangle, Boston’s Route
128, and Utah’s University Research Park still are hot magnet locations, other
regions across the U.S. are using the R&D park concept to showcase their
own unique advantages.
The expectations of fast growing technology-oriented corporations with high
development potentials are mainly based on experiences with the above
mentioned high tech agglomerations
  2. In these regions, the concentration of
high tech oriented companies and start-ups has influenced the economic and
labor market structure in a positive manner, both quantitatively as well as
qualitatively.
                                                
1 Malecki, 1991, p. 54.
2 It is important to mention that historical studies of these areas clearly indicate that both Silicon Valley and
Route 128 grew out of a historically unique confluence of political, economic, and institutional
circumstances. In contrast to both, a technology-oriented branch plants complex represented by the
Research Triangle Park (RTP) was the result of a deliberate effort by academic, private sector, and
government leaders to stimulate regional development.7
The concept of the R&D park was born at Stanford University in 1951, with the
hope it would attract companies and jobs to developing small and medium-
sized communities and rural areas.
At the physical core of this development concept are so-called “research
parks”: centralized, multitenant, high tech/industrial sites in close proximity to
universities and transportation infrastructure.
Before 1982 there were 20 projects operating as R&D parks. Between 1982
and 1988 that figure rose to 75 and today there are nearly 140 parks across
the United States. Despite the competition, the 7,000 acre Research Triangle
Park (RTP) in North Carolina continues to attract high tech companies on the
move. Recently, the park increasingly is associated with entrepreneurial start-
up operations, mainly “corporate downsizing” spinoffs from larger high tech
corporations. Since 1992, venture capitalists have invested some $300 million
in the park’s roughly 140 high tech – mainly software and biotech -
corporations.
3
As a result of the Research Triangle Park, the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) is experiencing the lowest unemployment
rates in ten years. As more people find employment, however, many local
businesses and, in particular, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
(UNC-CH), are finding it harder to find employees with the specific skills and
abilities their organizations need. Shortage of skilled labor is becoming an
impediment to business growth.
Like the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, many other organizations
are facing the same problem: It has been increasingly difficult for human
resources managers to find enough workers with the right knowledge to get the
jobs done, the products made and the services delivered.
                                                
3 Thuermer, in World Trade , 1997.8
The problem has its roots in many areas, including a severe labor shortage, an
education system that is not preparing students for real jobs in today’s
workforce, and a global business environment that is putting extreme pressure
on companies.
Never before has the push and pull of economic growth, and therefore regional
competitiveness, been so directly tied to skilled labor.
4 While economists and
labor experts agree that low unemployment is good for workers and
contributes to a healthy economy, it has also made organizations fierce
competitors.
1 1. .2 2. .   R Re es se ea ar rc ch h   O Ob bj je ec ct ti iv ve es s
As more regions try to adopt high technology regional development policies
and in consequence the building of a research park in order to respond to the
changing economic conditions, there is a greater need to determine the effects
on the labor market in the surrounding region and in particular, the impact on
the university’s recruitment policy and its employment situation.
This study’s main focus is to examine how research parks effect the
surrounding region. Do they effect the labor market in a way that hurts
universities and other local businesses? How does the University - bound by
an inflexible pay system - deal with the tight labor market created by the
research park?
To do so, I first establish high tech development policies’ role in promoting
regional economic growth, in particular, research parks as a regional
development tool. I try to review research parks with regard to necessity and
efficiency in a regional development context. Chapter 2 and 4 of this paper aim
to gain a better understanding of what research parks are and attempt to
                                                
4 Greengard, in Workforce, 1998.9
summarize the current views and the theoretical foundation as presented by
the literature. It highlights the theoretical underpinnings of geographic
clustering and the agglomeration processes as they pertain to high tech
regions. How should high technology be defined? What are the basic
strategies, goals and measures of high technology policies? What are the
general statements for research parks which can be made irrespective to
country and regional features? What are the desired impacts of research parks
on the region and the regional labor market?
In Chapter 3, the fundamental principles and importance of skilled and high
tech labor - also with a focus to supporting regional competitiveness - the
requirements for a skilled high tech work force and their impacts are clarified.
What are the factors that influence labor mobility in high tech regions? What
type of employment do high tech regions create and what is its effect on other
employment sectors? The problem of retention is depicted and general tactics
to retain workers are presented.
Chapter 5 and 6 represent the core of the case study. In Chapter 5, the
Research Triangle Park and the local conditions and resources are examined.
How has the research park influenced the region’s economy? Chapter 6
describes the employment situation at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. It analyzes the risks emanating from the increased skilled labor
demand as they relate to the public university’s inherent non-competitive salary
and pay system. Is there a labor pull from research parks and how does a
university interact with and adjust to a research park? Does the university have
problems in hiring and retaining key support personnel due to the research
park? What are the impacts on the university’s recruitment process and how
does it deal with the tightening of the labor market?
Lastly, in Chapter 7, I translate the findings of the study into implications for
regional development policies and for retention policies of organizations that
have to deal with a severe labor shortage.10
1 1. .3 3. .   M Me et th ho od do ol lo og gy y   a an nd d   C Co on nc ce ep pt tu ua al l   F Fr ra am me ew wo or rk k
According to the research objectives mentioned above this research lays the
emphasis on the assessment of research parks as instruments of regional
development policies, especially with regard to effects on and problems of
adjacent universities, seen as a competitor in a tight labor market.
This chapter discusses and identifies the study population and data sources. I
have employed the research design of a case study. The study draws together
the evidence from the existing literature, what data are available from
government and business sources, and the reports provided by officials of the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. In the study the Research Triangle
Park in North Carolina, its surrounding region, and the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, are the case or units of analysis. There, region means
the commuting area of the park and coincides with the Metropolitan Statistical
Area (MSA) (as defined in the 1980 Census of Population).
The basis for the case study was collected during my stay at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill in the period from August to December 1999.
Data and facts were updated by new research results.
Due to limited statistical possibilities it is difficult to trace labor spillovers from
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to the Research Triangle Park.
Therefore it was merely possible to show tendencies within these boundaries.
The findings have no statistical weight and are not evidence of independent
and dependent relationships. They are purely descriptive and partially of
anecdotal nature.
A useful framework for interpreting much of the literature on high technology
policy, skilled labor shortage, and economic impacts of research parks on the
surrounding areas can be summarized by four theoretical propositions.11
§  Proposition 1: Earnings rise with the research park.
§  Proposition 2: Universities are facing a labor drain from research parks.
§  Proposition 3: The research park leads to a tight labor market for certain
professions.
§  Proposition 4: Earnings differentials between state government and private
industry are mainly responsible for employee leave.12
2 2. .   T Th he e   H Hi ig gh h   T Te ec ch hn no ol lo og gy y   I In nd du us st tr ry y
The considerable change of national economic conditions in the 1970s and
1980s had not only given new impetus to the discussion of national economic
policy but also to that one of regional economic policy. In view of the growing
regional economic and labor market problems, the discussion concentrated
basically on strategies for regional economic development. During the same
period, there has also been a strong belief that a region’s economic well-being
depends on its ability to generate and utilize scientific and technological
knowledge. That belief has prompted planners and policy makers in the
regions to pursue a new priority: restructuring regional industry and fostering
regional creativity – either by attracting high technology firms from outside or
by stimulating the incidence of high technology start-ups indigenously.
2 2. .1 1. .   D De ef fi in ni it ti io on n   a an nd d   c ch ha ar ra ac ct te er ri is st ti ic cs s
2 2. .1 1. .1 1. .   D De ef fi in ni it ti io on n
What is a high technology industry? Despite general agreement on the
concepts of high tech, there is no general acceptance of precisely which
industries to include, because identifying “new” products or “innovative”
manufacturing processes and associated industries is very subjective. As we
shall see below, producing an adequate definition is not easy, but nevertheless
an attempt must be made if we are to have any systematic and common
understanding of the issue.
High tech definitions vary widely at the margin, but almost all include
computers, microelectronic components, and lately biotechnology. Existing
work on defining high tech industries has tended to follow one of two
approaches.13
The first approach is subjective, with the analyst making a value judgment as
to which industries justify a classification as high tech
5. This approach, also
adopted by the Bureau of Census, uses the judgement of industry analysts to
identify products embodying new or leading-edge technologies falling within 10
advanced technology areas.
6
The second approach, which is being used increasingly in academic and policy
studies, is more objective, and involves attempts to identify characteristics
which high technology industries might be expected to exhibit. This approach
has been investigated by Hall and Markusen and is based on the idea of
developing a standard, conceptually-sound definition that will enable a
systematic and comparative work. The more widely used approach has been
to list high tech industries based on two broad measures of resources used –
employment of scientific and technical personnel and research and
development intensity. In this approach, studies specify criteria for these
measures, such as a specific percent of total employment in scientific and
technical occupations and research and development spending, or both, as a
percent of sales or value added. Industries that meet those criteria are
identified as high tech. A high technology industry, which may or may not have
a US Department of Commerce Standard Industrial Classification (SIC), is
defined by “an above average percentage of its  labor force engaged in
engineering, scientific, professional, and technical work”
7.
The U.S. Department of Labor
8 follows this approach and defines high tech as
all three-digit SIC industries that have at least twice the average proportion of
total employment in scientific and technical occupations and at least twice the
average proportion of net sales devoted to R&D for all manufacturing.
Most of the definitions will vary depending upon research interests and data
availability across a number of dimensions in determining which set of
                                                
5 Hall and Markusen, 1985, p. 120.
6 Science and Engineering Indicators, 1998, pp. 6-13.
7 Hall and Markusen, 1985, p. 81.
7U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1983; summarized in Whittington, 1985.14
industries to include in the definition of high tech. Some, however, exclude
service industries or industries with little employment. Table 1 lists selected
industries based on three-digit SIC codes.
The Milken Institute also provides a – rather broad - definition of a high
technology industry. According to the Institute high technology industries can
be characterized as:
9
§  Industries that hunger for new ideas and concepts rather than a piece of
hardware or machine; knowledge is valued far more highly than physical
inputs.
§  Industries with global content and linkages, not solely about serving the
local community or bound by geography.
                                                
9 Milken Institute, 1999, p. 96.
TABLE 1: HIGH TECH INDUSTRIES
High Tech Manufacturing Industries
SIC Industry Definition
283  Drugs
357 Computer and Office Equipment
366  Communications Equipment
367  Electronic Components & Accessories
372 Aircraft & Parts
376 Guided Missiles, Space Vehicles & Parts
381  Search, Detection, Navigation, Guidance, Aeronautical and Nautical
Systems, Instruments, & Equipment
382 Laboratory Apparatus and Analytical, Optical, Measuring, & Controlling
Instruments
384  Surgical, Medical, & Dental Instruments & Supplies
High Tech Service Industries
SIC Industry Definition
481  Telephone Communications Services
737  Computer Programming, Data Processing, & Other Computer
Related Services
781  Motion Picture Production & Allied Services
871  Engineering, Architectural, & Surveying Services
872  Research, Development, & Testing Services
Source: America’s High Tech economy, The Milken Institute, 1999, p. 34.15
§  Industries that emphasize innovation over mass production and
entrepreneurial spirit over the risk of failure.
§  Industries that have a highly mobile and skilled labor force operating in a
fiercely competitive environment.
§  Industries that, whether heterogeneous or homogeneous in size, in
capability, or in specialization, require intensive and expensive basic
research and development, as the accumulation of the basic research
embodies and fosters entrepreneurial growth.
The term “high tech” is used very broadly to describe not only industries, but
also occupations and products. A good example is a document from the
Congressional Office of Technology Assessment.
10 It describes high
technology firms as those “that are engaged in the design, development, and
introduction of new products and innovative manufacturing processes, or both,
through the systematic application of scientific and technical knowledge.” This
document also points out that high technology firms typically use state-of-the-
art techniques, and, in terms of quantifiable resources, such firms devote a
“high” proportion of expenditures to research and development and employ a
“high” proportion of scientific, technical, and engineering personnel. A National
Science Foundation report on science and technology resources also refers to
the employment of scientists, engineers, and technicians and measures of
research and development activities as “two of the most important parameters
of innovation”, and uses them “as surrogates for measuring the broader
concept of innovation.”
11
                                                
10U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, 1982.
11National Science Foundation, 1988.16
2 2. .1 1. .2 2. .   C Ch ha ar ra ac ct te er ri is st ti ic cs s
“High technology” industries clearly have specific features that make them
different in some respects from what might be called “low” industries or
corporations. Three main conclusions appear from studying the existing
literature:
12
§  High technology shows a pronounced tendency to cluster in a few
locations.
§  These favoured sites seem to be detached from, or peripheral to, the older
urban seedbeds of innovation.
§  High technology does not directly generate nearly so many jobs as is
commonly supposed, but its major impact may be in the form of jobs
indirectly created through the demands of high technology employees.
The available literature on high technology industries shows that high tech
economic growth brings rapid accumulation of wealth and employment
opportunity to a region. High tech based growth transforms and elevates the
requirements for the skill-set of the local  labor force (see section 3.1.),
drastically alters regional income distribution, and changes the existing
demographic mix and business culture in the region.
High tech industries have a large multiplier effect on the overall economy and a
slowdown can have a significant impact on the non-high tech sector, both
nationally and regionally. Long before high tech industries’ significant
contribution to regional economic growth and prosperity was recognized,
government played an important role in fortifying regional high tech formation
and clustering.
13Public interest in subsidizing the high tech route to economic
development is based upon three basic assumptions about the links between
such industries and economic performance:
14
                                                
12 Hall and Markusen, 1985, p. 144.
13 Sternberg, 1996, p. 75.
14 Hall and Markusen, 1985, p. 35.17
§  High tech industries are expected to create substantial numbers of new jobs.
§  The high tech industries are envisioned as composed of highly competitive,
innovative firms, whose activities will serve a seedbed function for the
economy at large.
§  Policies designed to subsidize high tech industries assume that jobs and
income so generated will accrue to the nation, region or community
providing the incentive.
Along with positive externalities induced by the tech-based economic growth,
negative impacts manifest themselves:
A high influx of skilled labor from other regions, as well as out-migration of
existing households and disrupts of local ways of life. Long-existing local
culture is diluted if not displaced; rapid growth in population as well as wealth
brings congestion and rising housing costs.
High mobility, however, is the nature of high tech industries and their work
forces. It is almost impossible to predict when and to where high tech workers
and industries will migrate. These are the issues and difficulties that regional
planners and economic development officials have to anticipate and for which
they must plan.
2 2. .2 2. .   H Hi ig gh h   t te ec ch h   d de ev ve el lo op pm me en nt t   a an nd d   p po ol li ic cy y
How, then, to build high tech clusters? How does a nation, a region, a city, seek
to determinate its own technological-industrial future? How does it create
places that will prove especially hospitable to leading edge industries based on
the newest technologies? What kind of economic environment helps create and
foster superior development?18
If the formation of high tech clusters is a “random” event, as many regional
economists and economic geographers tend to believe
15, then the expansion of
high technology clusters is the result of an indeterminate dynamic interaction
among firms, industry, and government. A proper venue of public policy or
development strategy that is intended to strengthen the development of high
tech industries is an important endeavor, whether high technology formation is
a random or planned event.
The  Milken Institute (1999) lists a  set of variables  that matters to the
development of regional high tech industries in Table 2. State and local
governments, public policies, and the interaction between private and public
sectors are crucial for the genesis, the expansion, and the fortification phases
of high tech development.
                                                
15 Krugman, 1997 and Luger, 1998.
TABLE 2: IMPORTANT VARIABLES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH-TECH INDUSTRIES
Inception Growth Fortification
Public Policy
Tax Incentive ••• •
Public Investment • ••
Commercialization of Ideas • •• ••
Comparative Location Benchmarking
Cost Factors •••
Research Institutions ••• ••• •••
Skilled or Educated Labor Force •• ••• •••
Transportation Center •
Proximity to Supplies & Markets •• • •
Social Infrastructure Developments
Attending Changing Needs •• •••
Re-education & Training Facilities ••• •
Establishing Trade Groups, & Affiliations ••• •••
Housing, Zoning, & Quality of Life •• •• •••
••• Critical   •• Very Important   • Important
Source: America’s High Tech economy, The Milken Institute, 1999, p. 98.19
Over the past decades, policies designed to create high tech regions/clusters
and  technopolises have proliferated. Governments, universities, businesses,
and various private groups have pursued a broad range of strategies. They
have built science parks, set up business incubators, invested in research
universities, established venture capital funds, and formed all manner of public-
private partnerships.
High tech policies range in scale from the formation of an informal task force to
the construction of entirely new cities. The policy strategies are often part of a
larger policy milieu that includes programs dealing with issues of regional
equality, international competitiveness, environmental protection, and national
defense.
16
2 2. .2 2. .1 1. .   U Un ni iv ve er rs si it ty y   I In nv ve es st tm me en nt ts s
An almost universal high tech strategy is investment in university research.
These investments are carried out largely by governments, although private
firms and coalitions of interests do contribute resources to upgrade university
facilities. The largest share of government investments comes from the national
level, but as a regional technology development strategy, local and regional
governments have increased their contributions to universities.
For example, if Governor Luther Hodges of North Carolina had not moved to
upgrade North Carolina’s three major universities in the 1950s, the
development that occurred at Research Triangle Park could very well have
located elsewhere. In 1980, Governor Hunt committed $1 million of the state’s
emergency fund to found the Microelectronics  Center of North Carolina
(MCNC). This was part of another approach – investing in universities by
establishing new research institutes. A year later, he won legislative approval of
a $24.4 million appropriation for the project. Two years later, the state spent
                                                
16 Preer, 1992, p. 13.20
another $18 million on the center. Some analysts believe that the center, which
initially focused on building a skilled labor force, played an important role in
enticing General Electric to locate a microelectronics facility in North Carolina
(for more detailed information see sections 5.1. and 5.4.).
17
2 2. .2 2. .2 2. .   C Ca ap pi it ta al l   A As ss si is st ta an nc ce e
The absence of sufficient capital is often seen as a barrier to the formation and
growth of new high technology firms. High tech enterprises tend to be highly
risky because they involve new products or processes.
18
The establishment of capital assistance programs has been a commonly used
high tech strategy since traditional sources of capital are reluctant to invest in
these enterprises and high risk venture capital is not available in many
locations.
19 The funds often are components of other high tech strategies and
the lender assumes part ownership in the firm.
A major step for improving and enhancing the formation of high tech clusters is
to ensure the availability of venture capital to finance promising innovations.
One of the first such programs was the Connecticut Product Development
Corporation. Through this quasi-public corporation, the state established a fund
that provides up to 60 percent of the cost developing new products. The state
then receives royalties from the sale of products.
20
2 2. .2 2. .3 3. .   S Sc ci ie en nc ce e   P Pa ar rk ks s
Specifically, many high tech businesses need access to support services able
to provide them with access to technical expertise and sources of information.
A need for skilled personnel may make it advantageous to site such companies
                                                
17 Whittington, 1985, p. 54.
18 Preer, 1992, p. 17.
19 Engstrom, 1987, cited in Preer, 1992, p. 17.
20 Preer, 1992, p. 17.21
in or near research parks or innovation centers attached to higher education
establishments.
For more information on research parks as development factor in a high
technology strategy see chapter 4.
2 2. .2 2. .4 4. .   S Sm ma al ll l   B Bu us si in ne es ss s   I In nc cu ub ba at to or rs s
Incubators have been established as business development instruments by
governments, universities, and private groups. These facilities are designed to
assist creative entrepreneurs by providing them with a nurturing environment in
the early stages of their businesses. The mission of an incubator – at least
those run by government, universities and non-profit groups – is fulfilled when
its tenants leave. Incubators are often affiliated with nearby research parks, and
firms that survive the start-up phase frequently move to the park.
21
2 2. .2 2. .5 5. .   P Pu ub bl li ic c- -P Pr ri iv va at te e   P Pa ar rt tn ne er rs sh hi ip ps s
A form of public and private venture that aims to establish and maintain
leading-edge regional research centers and educational institutes is a critical
long-term economic growth strategy. The success story of Raleigh-Durham-
Chapel Hill, NC, represents a fine combination of public and private venture
22
(see chapter 5).
Public-Private partnerships were also instrumental in the development of other
major planned high tech clusters: Sophia-Antipolis and the Austin/San Antonio
Corridor.
23
                                                
21 Suk-Chan Ko, 1993, p. 31.
22 Milken Institute, 1999, p. 34.
23 Preer, 1992, p. 20 and Castells and Hall, 1994, pp. 85-93.22
2 2. .2 2. .6 6. .   I In nf fr ra as st tr ru uc ct tu ur re e
Infrastructure development is important for high technology development,
whether it is the physical infrastructure or the telecommunications or
information infrastructure. Although infrastructure planning occurs routinely in
most regions of the world, rarely is it viewed as a high technology policy.
Nevertheless, lately, the infrastructure issue is gaining more importance.
24
2 2. .2 2. .7 7. .   R Re ec cr ru ui it tm me en nt t
Recruitment strategies are used most often by less advantaged areas, which
have no significant high technology base on which to build. Leaders in these
areas argue that if a large outside facility can be recruited, the area could begin
to acquire the agglomeration advantages that can lead to sustained economic
growth.
25
The building up of Austin’s high tech research complex by the state and local
governments, in conjunction with the recruitment of new technology firms into
its existing technology base the late 1980s and 1990s, proved to be a highly
effective policy.
26Research Triangle Park is filled largely with government
research institutes and branch plants of multinationals that were recruited to the
site.
27
2 2. .2 2. .8 8. .   Q Qu ua al li it ty y   o of f   L Li if fe e
Developers of high tech regions or  technopolises are increasingly paying
attention to quality-of-life issues. For example, the high cost of housing in
Silicon Valley and the Boston area limits the ability of the regions to attract and
                                                
24 Preer, 1992, pp.18-19, 80-81.
25 Preer, 1992, p. 21.
26 Milken Institute, 1999, p. 45.
27 Luger and Goldstein, 1992, p. 83.23
retain key personnel needed by high technology firms
28. Recently, wide-ranging
environmental protection, housing, and quality-of-life programs are designed as
strategies to encourage economic development.
2 2. .2 2. .9 9. .   E Ed du uc ca at ti io on n   a an nd d   T Tr ra ai in ni in ng g
Weiss already pointed out in 1985 that if current employment trends continue,
the American society is facing the prospect of a major increase in the number
of “brain workers”, both in absolute numbers and particularly as a percentage
of total paid employment. This prospect brings with it considerable problems of
adjustment for the existing adult population.
29
Many high tech employment strategies focus on shapening up the public role
in education and research. The main thrust of these initiatives is to push for
greater public and private funding of maths, science, and computer education
in primary and secondary schools, and electrical engineering and computer
science education in universities, including more and better technical
equipment, more money for research grants and fellowships, and higher
faculty salaries in certain fields.
30 Many communities have concluded that the
entire educational infrastructure, and not just the engineering departments of
major universities, must be upgraded if high technology development is to
succeed. The state needs to offer opportunities for continuing education for
technical and professional personnel. Training programs designed to prepare
workers for new high technology jobs are common initiatives. Most training
programs can be considered high tech policies in order to develop technical or
business skills.
31
Investing in education makes sense as an economic strategy, as it both
creates jobs directly and acts as a crucial stimulus to indirect job creation. The
highly skilled nature of the population in certain US metropolitan areas is
                                                
28 Grove, 1987 and Malone, 1989; cited in Preer, 1992, p. 21; and Castells and Hall, 1994, pp. 24-26.
29 Weiss, in Hall and Markusen, 1985, p. 85.
30 Hall and Markusen, 1985, p. 89.
31 Preer, 1992, p. 22.24
frequently cited as a major factor in attracting and spawning new business
investments and private sector employment.
Providing a readily available labor pool is probably the best investment that
state and local government can make. The highly successful experiences in
metropolitan areas such as Boise, ID, Austin, TX, and others all show one
significant common characteristic. The areas’ rankings on the percentage of
college graduates in the labor force are within the top 20 percent of all metros
in the U.S.
32
Concluding, the development of high technology is the combined responsibility
of state government, public and private research institutions, local
governments, business and industry, the federal government, and the general
public. The principal role for state government is to identify key policy decisions
involved, to act as a catalyst in bringing together all the relevant participants.
However, a high tech employment strategy can only be considered as part of a
much broader set of overall policies for job preservation and creation. Without
such larger considerations, high tech policy may be wasteful, misguided, and
even counterproductive.  Furthermore, the technical capability and scientific
research activities, training and educating the labor will be critical in expanding
and reinforcing regional high tech industries.
                                                
32 Milken Institute, 1999, p. 56.25
2 2. .3 3. .   H Hi ig gh h   T Te ec ch h   I In nd du us st tr ry y   F Fa ac ct ts s
The vitality of high tech industries and the economic benefits derived from them
are well documented and analyzed in various studies and publications. For a
measurable picture facts and figures are displayed in this section.
U.S. high tech exports reached $223 billion in 2000, a 92 percent increase from
$116 billion in 1994. High tech exports now represent 29 percent of all U.S.
exports, compared with 26 percent in 1999. High tech exports of
communications equipment, electronic components, semi-conductors, and
photonics more than doubled between 1994 and 2000. California ($67.5 billion),
Texas ($33.3 billion), Massachusetts ($11.8 billion), Florida ($9.5 billion), and
New York ($9.2 billion) led the U.S. in high tech exports. 
33
The high tech industries are among the fastest growing in the United States, as
displayed in Table 3. The three industries with the most rapid growth –
electronic components and accessories, computer and office equipment, and
computer and data processing services – are all vital information technology
industries. Computers and peripheral equipment are at the core of the
information processing revolution.
                                                
33http://www.aeanet.org/aeanet/aeacommon/display.asp?file=/aeanet/PressRoom/statmk9999_cs2001_us
_press.htm26
Over the past 20 years, these industries have almost doubled their share
of value of industry output in the United States to nearly 11 percent as
displayed in Table 4. Technology services, at 5.8 percent of national
output, is a larger sector than technology manufacturing.
TABLE 3: GROSS INDUSTRY OUTPUT FOR HIGH TECH INDUSTRIES - A
Compound Annual Growth Rate, 1968 - 1997
Rank Industry Percent
1.  Electronic Components and Accessories 9.8
2.  Computer & Office Equipment 9.6
3.  Computer & Data Processing Services 9.4
4.  Medical Equipment, Instruments and Supplies 6.5
5.  Total Technology Services* 5.2
6.  Communications Equipment 5.0
7.  Telephone Communications Services 4.8
8.  Total Technology* 4.6
9.  Drugs 4.6
10.  Measuring & Controlling Devices 4.4
11.  Research & Testing Services 4.1
12.  Total Technology Manufacturing* 4.1
13.  Engineering & Architectural Services 4.0
14.  Motion Pictures 3.9
15.  Search & Navigation Equipment 3.8
16.  Total for United States 2.4
17.  Aircraft & Parts 0.0
18.  Guided Missiles, Space Vehicles, & Parts 0.0
*Technology Aggregate
Sources: BLS – Office of Employment Projections; The Milken Institute, 1999, p. 35.
TABLE 4: GROSS INDUSTRY OUTPUT FOR HIGH TECH INDUSTRIES - B
As a percentage of total, 1977, 1987, and 1997
Rank Industry  1977 1987 1997
1.  Total Technology 5.7 8.6 10.8
2.  Total Technology Services 3.1 4.4   5.8
3.  Total Technology Manufacturing 2.6 4.2   5.0
4.  Telephone Communications Services 1.9 2.2   2.6
5.  Computer & Data Processing Services 0.2 0.7   1.5
6.  Electronic Components & Accessories 0.2 0.5   1.2
7.  Aircraft & Parts 0.9 1.2   0.9
8.  Guided Missiles, Space Vehicles, & Parts 0.9 1.2   0.9
9.  Computer and Office Equipment 0.2 0.6   0.8
10.  Engineering & Architectural Services 0.5 0.8   0.7
11.  Communications Equipment 0.2 0.4   0.6
12.  Drugs 0.5 0.5   0.6
13.  Research & Testing Services 0.2 0.3   0.5
14.  Medical Equipment, Instruments, & Supplies 0.2 0.3   0.4
15.  Measuring & Controlling Devices 0.3 0.3   0.4
16.  Motion Pictures 0.3 0.4   0.4
17.  Search & Navigation Equipment 0.1 0.4   0.2
Sources: BLS – Office of Employment Projections; The Milken Institute, 1999, p. 37.27
3 3. .   T Th he e   H Hi ig gh h   T Te ec ch h   W Wo or rk k   F Fo or rc ce e
Regional policy has traditionally attempted to redress disparities among
regions by allocating additional resources to disadvantaged areas, typically
those characterized by high unemployment, low income levels or high-out
migration. As shown in Chapter 2, some states employ high tech policies to
reduce disparities and improve a region’s well-being. But not only the level of
industrial and technological development influences regional competitiveness,
but also the existence of a good education system and as a result - a skilled
labor pool.
Human resources, and the human factor in general, are playing an increasingly
important role in the economic competitiveness of regions. But our societies
can no longer face up to technical and organizational challenges by relying
only on the formal education system. Thus, enterprises, associations and
networks occupy a more and more central place in maintaining and developing
the skills of the labor force.
Existing literature confirms that high tech sectors offer rapid and significant job
growth prospects. But these studies also suggest that the occupational, ethnic
and gender composition of new jobs in high tech sectors will tend to worsen
the current trend toward the “disappearing middle”, that is toward a labor force
bifurcated between high-paid professionals and low-paid service workers
34.
Many policy makers see high technology as a potential source of new jobs, but
one cannot assume that such jobs are necessarily good jobs or that they are
available to everyone. Therefore, this section examines the composition of
high technology’s current labor force, the jobs currently found in the high tech
sector, and likely future trends in high tech employment but also the problem of
labor shortage and retaining skilled workers in general is discussed.
                                                
34 Hall and Markusen, 1985, p. 36.28
What is the impact of employee issues, such as retention? How can
companies attract and retain high quality employees? The evidence that
“people issues” influence profit is hard to refute. Organizations that do well with
issues such as career options and goal alignment are more likely to retain
committed employees. Companies which do not well on these people issues
may find high employee turnover, psychological withdrawal (causing poor
service or performance), and “bad-mouthing” of the company.
3 3. .1 1. .   L La ab bo or r   f fo or rc ce e   r re eq qu ui ir re em me en nt ts s   i in n   t th he e   h hi ig gh h   t te ec ch h   s se ec ct to or r
An important aspect of high technology growth concerns the nature of the labor
markets created. High technology industry certainly has specialized demands
for labor. It is important to know whether the skills that are required represent a
constraint on employment growth; with obvious implications for manpower and
training policies, and for movements of labor either by way of commuting or of
permanent migration. Technological change raises the required level of
theoretical knowledge necessary to perform a job. High technology industries,
in particular, demand understanding of complex capital equipment, technical
documentation, and integration of complex technologies. A long-run effect of
education is that the more education one receives, one’s peer group and
interpersonal relationships will comprise more informed and skilled people.
Finally, a higher level of educational attainment transfers into ability to deal
with non-routine activities.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, there is some evidence that high technology
industry tends to have some unusual labor market effects. One prominent
characteristic of high tech sectors is the substantial proportion of the labor
force in the scientific, professional and technical category. These are jobs
which generally require at least an undergraduate college degree, and very
often advanced graduate training. They are well-paid jobs with relatively
decent working conditions and they are overwhelmingly filled at present by29
white males less than forty-five years old
35. High technology industry tends to
produce a workforce which is composed of a “small elite of highly-skilled,
highly-paid, mobile engineers and scientists on one hand, and the rest of the
semi-skilled workforce on the other”
36.
3 3. .2 2. .   H Hi ig gh h   t te ec ch h   w wa ag ge es s   a an nd d   e em mp pl lo oy ym me en nt t
High technology occupations are scientific, technical, and engineering
occupations, the same group of occupations used to define high tech
industries. They include the following occupational groups and detailed
occupations: engineers; life and physical scientists; mathematical specialists;
engineering and science technicians; computer specialists; and engineering,
scientific, and computer managers. Individuals who are employed in these
occupations are collectively referred to as technology-oriented workers.
37
Workers in these occupations need in-depth knowledge of the theories and
principles of science, engineering, and mathematics, which is generally
acquired through specialized post-high school education in some field of
technology – ranging from an associate degree to a doctorate. Some
technology-oriented workers engage in research and development to increase
scientific knowledge, or to develop products and production processes. Other
technology-oriented workers apply technology in other work activities, such as
in design of equipment, processes, and structures; computer applications and
systems development; sales, purchasing, and marketing; productions and
operations; and management and administration.
As a result of the strength of the high technology sector, demand for high tech
employees remains strong around the U.S.
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36 Hall and Markusen, 1985, p. 130.
37 Hecker, Monthly Labor Review, June 1999.30
Technology industry employment grew in 2000 at its slowest rate, 4.6 percent,
since 1994-1995. High tech industry jobs reached 5.3 million last year, an
increase of 235,000 from 1999.
38 Software and computer-related services
employment reached 2 million in 2000, adding more than 145,000 jobs, a
growth rate of 8 percent over 1999. In the last years California, Texas, Virginia,
Colorado and Georgia led the U.S. in high tech job creation. California has the
most high tech jobs with 835,000 and 193,000 new high tech jobs were created
in California from 1993 to 1998. Texas, with 411,000 industry workers, was
second overall, and 132,000 new jobs were created in Texas in those five
years. Following California and Texas with the highest numbers of high tech
workers are New York (329,000) and Illinois (218,000).
39
At first, these numbers look impressive but contrary to conventional wisdom,
high tech manufacturing employment rebounded by 18,000 jobs last year
compared to a decline of 69,000 jobs between 1998 and 1999. The explosive
rate of growth in software and computer-related services jobs diminished by
half to 8 percent as compared to 15 percent in 1999. Despite the slowdown,
unemployment in many key high tech professions remained extremely low. For
example, unemployment for electrical engineers was 1.1 percent and 1.7
percent for computer programmers in 2000.
40
1999 U.S. average high tech industry wages of $64,900 rose from $58,975 in
1998. The average technology wage was 95 percent higher than average
private sector wage of $ 33,200 in 1999, compared to the 67 percent differential
in 1994. The highest wages are in Washington ($134,000), California
($83,100), Massachusetts ($72,000), Virginia ($72,000), and New Jersey
($71,800). The total high tech payroll was $279 billion in 1998, up from $182
billion in 1993.
41
                                                




A number of studies have stated that high tech jobs are well paid.
42 It is clearly
the case for the industries and occupations in this study. Median wages in
every high tech industry in 1997 exceed the median for all industries. Median
wages in technology-oriented occupations shown in Table 5 were more than
twice the median for all occupations and even for chemical technicians and
technologists, the lowest paid, the median was about a third higher.
                                                                                                                                              
41http://www.aeanet.org/aeanet/aeacommon/display.asp?file=/aeanet/PressRoom/statmk9999_cs2001_us
_press.htm
42Bureau of the Census, 1998, pp. 6-16. and American Electronics Association, 1999, p. 7.
TABLE 5: MEDIAN ANNUAL WAGES OF WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS IN SELECTED
TECHNOLOGY-ORIENTED OCCUPATIONS, 1997
Occupation                                                                                   Median Wages
All occupations $22,734
Engineering, mathematical, and natural
sciences managers 72,675
Electrical and electronics engineers 59,155
Mechanical engineers 50,606
Computer engineers 58,386
Systems analysts, electronic data processing 49,899




Geologists, geophysicists and oceanographers 52,395
Computer support specialists 35,895
Electrical and electronic engineering technicians
and technologists 34,237
Chemical technicians and technologists 29,994
Source: Occupational Employment Statistics Survey32
The above table shows the annual median base salaries for selected
occupations in a few high tech clusters. Orange County and San Jose
employers pay higher salary bills than their counterparts in Austin and the
Research Triangle. A reason might be that they are able to reap higher
productivity that arises from the presence of agglomeration economies, and
also from being able to attract a higher quality of workers.
As more metropolitan areas prove capable of attracting and sustaining
software-related jobs, the pressure on individual cities will intensify as the
industry and its workers mature, job-seekers will need to begin paying more
attention to the communities they settle in – quality of life becomes an important
location factor. In Table 7 the average programmer’s salary in ten top high tech
cities with the average cost of a 2000-square foot home is compared.
TABLE 6: WAGE COMPARISON
1999 average and comparative wage rates for selected occupations
Austin,  Raleigh- Orange  San Jose,
TX Durham, NC County,CA CA
Accountant 41,324 42,420 48,345 50,005
Chemist 42,147 43,239 49,228 50,949
Computer Programmers 41,449 42,545 48,480 50,191
Corporate Controllers 90,585 91,388 98,820 100,710
Electrical Engineer 56,307 57,316 63,860 65,647
Office Manager 38,033 39,146 44,814 46,481
Sources: Economic Research Institute, 1999 Geographic Reference Report, p. 114.33
Table 8 reflects the number of software-industry employees of attractive areas
for software employment relative to the area’s overall population. The Software
& Information Industry Association analyzed data from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics and included software-related positions such as electronic data
processing, computer programmer aides, computer support specialists, and
systems analysts in its totals.
TABLE 8: CITIES FOR SOFTWARE EMPLOYMENT
Number of Software-Industry Employees relative to Population
                                        Number of                    Number of                     Total
City                               Programmers             Software Related           Population
                                                                              Employees
Boulder, CO 1,850 9,200 267,274
San Jose, CA 13,440 53,980 1,641,215
Washington, DC 30,130 118,990 4,673,902
Raleigh/Durham/
Chapel Hill, NC 7,890 25,310 1,079,873
Huntsville, AL 1,330 7,290 340,428
Colo Springs, CO 2,130 10,180 490,378
San Francisco, CA 8,960 32,270 1,683,309
Middlesex, NJ 8,380 20,930 1,121,504
Boston, MA 15,490 60,840 3,289,096
Austin, TX 7,020 20,440 1,105,909
Source: http://www.siia.net
TABLE 7: QUALITY OF LIFE
Comparison of Programmer’s Salary with Cost of a Home
                                                                                                           Average Cost of
      City                               Average Programmer Salary                2000 Sq. Foot Home
Boulder, CO $53,600 $310,000
San Jose, CA $70,070 $380,000
Washington, DC $51,100 $400,000
Raleigh, NC $57,790 $190,000
Huntsville, AL $47,260 $130,000
Colo Springs, CO $53,040 $150,000
San Francisco, CA $65,210 $550,000
Middlesex, NJ $66,610 $180,000
Boston, MA $60,000 $560,000
Austin, TX $51,780 $210,000
Source: http://www.siia.net34
3 3. .3 3. .   S Sk ki il ll l   s sh ho or rt ta ag ge e
The skill issue is not an easy question to answer because available measures
of labor skill are primitive, based largely on educational attainment rather than
workplace competencies.
43
The skill requirements of business and industry are changing rapidly because
of changes in technology and market orientation. The mismatch between the
needs of employers and available workers is growing. In a number of
professions and skill areas shortages of trained workers are becoming barriers
to industrial growth.
While it has been clearly established that the growth and strength of regional
and metropolitan economies are driving a nation’s economic prosperity, it also
has been established that demand for the skilled workers needed to maintain
economic prosperity is outpacing supply. Because the maintenance of a
qualified workforce is a serious and growing challenge for large urban
counties, the U.S. National Association of Counties surveyed large urban
county leaders on the workforce challenges they face.
44
This survey examined the extent to which shortages of qualified workers are
affecting counties, the sectors of county economies which are being affected,
the counties’ responses to the problem, and the extent to which state and
federal governments are contributing to solutions.
45
Officials in 85 percent of the counties reported that they face a shortage of
highly skilled workers, i.e. workers with graduate degrees or undergraduate
degrees; professional, executive, managerial and/or technical skills; related
work experience. 85 percent of these officials said that this shortage has
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45 During October 1999, questionnaires were sent to 102 large urban counties, with their combined
population of 59,688,968, accounting for almost half of all Americans. Responses were received from 54.
Counties in the survey range in size from L.A., with a population of 9,213,533, to Santa Fe, with a
population of 123,386.35
increased over the past five years. In 13 percent of the counties the shortage
had remained the same; in two percent it had decreased. 60 percent of these
officials characterized the shortage as serious and 36 percent as very serious.
The remaining four percent said the shortage is not serious.
Two thirds of the counties reporting a shortage of highly skilled workers said
that it is affecting their ability to attract new businesses. In 53 percent of the
counties, it is affecting the ability to retain existing businesses. In 72 percent, it
is affecting the county’s ability to support expansion of existing businesses.
Three-fourths of the survey counties also reported that they face a shortage of
skilled workers – workers with associate degrees and/or other post-secondary
training; job-specific administrative or technical skills; some related work
experience. 85 percent said that this shortage had increased over the past five
years. In 15 percent of the counties it had stayed the same and in none of the
counties the shortage had decreased in this period. 60 percent characterized
the shortage as serious and 37.5 percent as very serious. The remaining
considered the shortage as not serious.
74 percent said that the shortage is affecting their ability to attract new
businesses. In 59 percent of these counties, it is affecting the ability to retain
expansion of existing businesses. In 79 percent it is also affecting the county’s
ability to support expansion of existing businesses.
The sectors identified most as affected by the shortage of qualified workers
were technology (98 percent), communications (76 percent), health (76
percent), and manufacturing (68 percent). The table below shows, by sector,
the percentage of counties which indicated a skill shortage exists, and the
percentage of counties, which indicated the skill level at which shortage exists.36
According to the National Association of Counties Report (1999)  efforts to
develop the skills needed by employers usually include partnerships involving,
or programs conducted by, a variety of local institutions. All respondents have
partnerships or programs involving area colleges and universities, 96 percent
have those with public post-secondary institutions, businesses, private
technical/trade schools, Workforce Investment Boards/Private Industry
Councils, and 91 percent involve public elementary and secondary schools. 90
percent involve non-profit/community-based organizations and 89 percent work
with Chambers of Commerce. Ninety percent of the counties also have
partnerships with other local governments, unions, state governments,
economic development agencies, consortia of employers, and temporary
employment agencies.
84 percent of the respondents said that the education and training institutions
and organizations in their counties hold the potential to develop the full range
of skills needed by area employers.
A wide range of additional resources, policies or programs are needed to
realize the skill development potential of communities. Categories range from
improvements in secondary vocational-technical education, community college
programs, over subsidies for workers in training for key occupations to revised
TABLE 9: SKILL SHORTAGES
Worker shortages by sector and skill level
Sector Shortage Highly Skilled Skilled Low Skilled
Technology 98% 88% 60% 18%
Communications 76% 60% 52% 14%
Health 76% 42% 52% 34%
Manufacturing 68% 28% 58% 34%
Tourism/Entertainment 56%   8% 28% 48%
Construction 54% 16% 46% 30%
Personal Services 54% 18% 24% 36%
Government 44% 28% 36% 12%
Finance/Investment 38% 18% 22% 12%
Marketing/Sales 34% 16% 18% 18%
Source: www.naco.org37
and expanded apprenticeship training programs, programs to recruit students
into available trade and technology training and incentives, including tax
credits, for employers to hire and train new employees, upgrade skills of
existing employees.
The investments made in training, retraining, and upgrading it, may be the key
to the future of a region’s economy.
3 3. .4 4. .   R Re et ta ai in ni in ng g   s sk ki il ll le ed d   w wo or rk ke er rs s
3 3. .4 4. .1 1. .   T Th he e   p pr ro ob bl le em m   o of f   r re et te en nt ti io on n   a an nd d   e em mp pl lo oy ye ee e   n ne ee ed ds s
In an economy in which the demand for skilled workers is high and
unemployment is extremely low, most companies recognize that their best
strategy to fight the skill wars is avoid losing the talent they already have on
board. In the U.S., the average turnover rate is hovering at 15 percent 
46. Also,
the companies recognize that turnover is expensive. The costs associated with
that turnover can be high – generally 25 percent of the individual’s annual
salary
47. For example, the Saratoga Institute estimates that the cost to a typical
company for losing one professional employee in 1997 ranged from $96,000 to
as much as $ 131,000. (See Table 10 for a description of how these estimates
were derived.)
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Clearly finding ways to attract and retain high quality staff can be an advantage
to any organization. The job market is competitive and the labor pool is
shrinking. Employers are more and more frequently vying for the same
candidates. So what can companies do about the retention problem?
What do employees want? The same things they have always wanted –
challenging and stimulating work, fair pay, the tools and resources needed to
do their jobs, recognition for work well done and involvement in the decisions
that impact their day to day lives at work.
The problem is that, in a labor market where it is increasingly difficult to attract
and retain quality workers, competition between employers is fierce. Suddenly
just addressing the basic needs of employees and recognizing their efforts isn’t
enough.
TABLE 10: COSTS FOR LOSING ONE PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEE
Cost Value
Termination $1,000
Time and materials used in taking a person
off the payroll, retrieving keys, badge, etc.
Replacement $10,000 to 15,000
Cost of hiring and orientation.
Vacancy $20,000 to 25,000
Cost of lost production over cost of wages
Learning curve loss $65,000 to 90,000
Lost production while the new employee “gets up to
speed” estimated at 25 percent to 30 percent of the
first year’s revenue per employee.
Total loss $96,000 to 131,000
Source: HR in the New Economy: Trends and Leading Practices in Human Resource
Management, 1999, p. 9.39
An online survey conducted by The Washington Post’s web site asked
respondents what special privileges would be most appealing to them. Of the
3,477 respondents, the results broke down as follows:
48
While they agree that employee retention is important, most executives think
that there is little they can do to stem the tide of defections other than to offer
high pay. However, most of the research that has been conducted on retention
indicates that pay is not the most important factor in retaining employees. A
good example of such a study is one conducted by the Hay Group in 1999
covering half a million employees in 300 companies. The researchers found
that of the top retention factors, pay was the least important. When asked what
were the most important reasons for staying with a company, ninety percent of
employees cited at least one of the following three factors:
49
1. Career growth, learning, and development.
2. Exciting work and challenge.
3. Meaningful work, making a difference and a contribution.
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The other “top10” reasons reported were:
4. Being able to work with “great” people.
5. Being part of a team.
6. Having a good boss.
7. Being recognized for work well done.
8. Autonomy or having a sense of control over one’s work.
9. Having flexible hours and a relaxed dress code.
10. Having fair pay and benefits.
Perhaps the leading retention practice of the best companies is to improve
management and supervision. A number of recent national surveys have
consistently found that American workers are dissatisfied with the behavior of
their bosses. For example, 75 percent of workers surveyed by Kepner-Tregoe,
a Princeton-based consulting firm, said that their leadership was uninspiring
and two-thirds said the managers of their company did little or nothing to
reduce turnover.
Additionally, the Gallup organization found in interviews that it conducted with
2 million workers in 700 companies that the length of time an employee stayed
with a company was largely determined by the relationship that the employee
had with his or her immediate supervisor. And, after studying the results of
20,000 exit interviews across a range of companies, the Saratoga Institute
found that “poor supervisory behavior” was the predominant reason people
reported for quitting. In short, the research clearly indicates that people don’t
quit companies, they quit bad bosses.
50
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3 3. .4 4. .2 2. .   G Ge en ne er ra al l   t ta ac ct ti ic cs s   t to o   r re et ta ai in n   w wo or rk ke er rs s
The solutions to employee retention are complex, but the application of tactics
to address the issue of retention in individual organizations is often simple,
straightforward and effective. Today, organizations are finding that they must
become increasingly creative and innovative when it comes to motivating and
retaining employees. What are they doing? They are offering a number of
creative incentives, benefits and services that are designed to make
employees’ lives easier and stress free.
Leading companies are taking steps to remedy the above mentioned “bad
boss” problem. They are following the advice of retention experts to do the
following:
1.  Require managers to meet with workers on a regular basis to address their
concerns and recognize and reinforce exceptional performance.
2.  Periodically review job expectations and career development opportunities.
3.  Develop a measurement system to gauge employee satisfaction.
4.  Conduct random interviews.
5.  Use training to address weaknesses in managers’ styles identified through
the surveys and interviews.
6.  Tie managers’ compensation rates to retention rates.
7.  Create a “bad management identification program”.
8.  Transfer consistently poor managers out of managerial jobs.
Other tactics to keep workers include:
§  Retirement benefits which apply to workers with a minimum amount of
service and increase with the length of service.
§  Other benefits, which increase with service or are only available to those
with lengthy service.
§  Competitive wages and benefits package.
§  Long service awards, which may be mere mementos or may be financial
nature.42
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Colleges and universities depend on the effective use of IT for instruction,
research, and administration. As the demand for IT professional continues to
exceed the supply, the higher education community is facing a growing staffing
challenge. In many cases, internal obstacles pose as many difficulties for IT
recruiting as external pressures. Just as industry has had to respond to the
tight labor market, so too each campus must develop its own approach to
retaining the IT professionals it needs to meet ever-expanding technology
requirements.
According to a report by the EDUCAUSE 2000
51, IT staff turnover rates in
higher education appear to be in the range of 12-15 percent, which is
consistent with industry estimates. Generally, the most turnovers appear to be
among staff with three to seven years of experience and a salary level below
$35,000. The technical knowledge areas seem to have higher turnover rates,
such as data networking, client-server, and database administration.
Compensation is generally cited as the key issue for turnover. The level of and
approaches to compensation often are not in step with local IT markets.
Outside of common retention strategies such as promotion, training,
compensation, management practices, and organizational culture, other issues
appear to play a role in the active engagement of IT professionals. Experience
has shown that involving talented IT staff in strategic thinking and planning
about campus IT issues is a powerful approach retaining them.
As mentioned earlier it is also clear that location plays a large role in both
recruitment and retention. Size and location of the community, proximity to high
technology centers and cities, cost of living, commute, and lifestyle can all be
counted as factors. For those located in thriving economies with low
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unemployment, the challenge to offer compensation that is attractive for the
“hot” technologies is especially great. Another factor is also that higher
education, however, is still generally viewed as a less-high-pressure
environment.
Three barriers cited most consistently include:
§  resistance to change
§  poor communication channels
§  HR policies
Organizational agility is an institutional obstacle in higher education. Campuses
often are slower to react to market forces than companies whose survival
depend on their competitiveness. Structures or practices that make it difficult to
communicate the nature and scope of the problem to the appropriate authority
can impede problem-solving efforts. The greatest challenge seems to be HR
policies, especially those at public institutions. Union policies also present
obstacles. Designed for consistency, fairness, and equity across functional
areas, these mechanisms and state legislations make it difficult to craft
effective recruitment and retention efforts in this highly competitive situation.44
4 4. .   R Re es se ea ar rc ch h   P Pa ar rk ks s   a as s   R Re eg gi io on na al l   D De ev ve el lo op pm me en nt t   T To oo ol l
Technology has been gradually considered as an important factor for society’s
development. This emphasis of technology was further narrowed down to “high
technology industries” in the 1980s, accompanying this rationale, was the birth
of many property based high technology development projects. They went
under various names, and it seems that several names have been popular in
many countries, these include “innovation center”, “science or research park”,
and “technopolis”, among others.
Among all high technology industrial strategies, the property based high
technology programmes have been considered as a long term and expensive
measure; yet they have been very often also the geographical foci of many
other non-spatial high technology policies. Therefore, the success or failure of
these projects implies a much wider impact on the high technology industrial
development of a region.
This chapter discusses important concepts and definitions used in this
research. The analysis will focus on the characteristics of successful research
parks, a brief summary of firm location characteristics and a discussion of the
rationale for public provision of a research park.
4 4. .1 1. .   D De ef fi in ni it ti io on n   o of f   R Re es se ea ar rc ch h   P Pa ar rk k
In the 1980s, many national and regional high technology industrial
development strategies have been initiated and implemented. Property-based
initiatives marked one of the most significant branches among them, and there
are various development types and terms within this high technology spatial
development subgroup.45
A general accepted and homogeneous definition of the main subject of this
research, research parks, is yet not available. On the contrary, a considerable
confusion is predominant, which is triggered by the inflationary and often
improper use of the terms research parks, innovation centers, incubators,
science or technology parks, and business parks. But since certain
assumptions are linked with every concept, a notional and conceptual
clarification is necessary.
For the purpose of research, three terms were often used as the general title to
include all high technology development types based on property: science
park,  technopole,  technopolis. For example,  Castells and Hall “decided to
appropriate”
  52 the French word “technopole” for the English language as a
generic name for this purpose; Kung recognized that “science park” was the
most commonly used general term in academic and professional publications
between 1983 and 1994
53; and all terms suggest in their broadest sense a
typology presented as “specific forms of territorial concentration of
technological innovation with a potential to generate scientific synergy and
economic productivity”
54.
In fact, when the International Association of Science Parks (IASP) was
inaugurated in 1984, all these three terms were presented, though
“technopolis” and “science park” were both used as the English equivalents of
the French word “technopole” in their documents.
55
In this work, research park (alternatively called science park) are defined as
the generic name for all property based high technology development projects.
A narrower definition of research park is provided by  Luger and Goldstein.
They define research parks as “organizational entities that sell or lease
spatially contiguous land and/or buildings to businesses or other organizations
whose principal activities are basic or applied research or development of new
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products or processes”.
56 This definition excludes entire high tech centers or
corridors, where high technology businesses have concentrated outside of
formal organizations. It also excludes industrial parks, in which manufacturing
is the primary focus, and office parks, where administration or sales are the
main functions.
Luger and Goldstein (1991) though mention that there are no “pure” research
parks. Parks often include some service-oriented businesses – for example,
hotels, restaurants, banks, law offices, accounting firms, and child care
centers. Often there are also some businesses located in the park, which are
primarily engaged in production.
4 4. .2 2. .   T Th he e   R Re es se ea ar rc ch h   P Pa ar rk k   M Mo ov ve em me en nt t
Reflecting the growth of research parks, related publications have increased
significantly since the mid-1980s, including case studies (Rogers and Larsen,
1984; Segal Quince Wicksteed; 1985; Luger and Goldstein, 1991); national
surveys (Williams, 1982; Monck et al, 1988; Carter 1989; and Massey et al,
1992); international conference proceedings and comparative studies (Gibb,
1985; Castells and Hall, 1994); and national and international science park
directories ( Amann and Fiedler, 1986; AURRP/IASP, 1991). This body of
literature enabled me to have some understanding of the global science park
movement in time and space.
Existing research park literature often reveals three loosely defined types of
this kind of high technology industrial development: innovation center, science
park, and science city. The first project of the three types were all established
in the 1950s and later on, the confluence of ideas among the types have
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become obvious. Large scale science parks are often categorized as “science
city”, for example, Research Triangle Park
57.
Developed in 1951, Stanford Research Park in California, USA, is commonly
regarded as the first science park in the world. It is the first industrial estate
planned to attract companies or R&D facilities adjacent to a university. The
park has, after a slow start, successfully built up a mutually beneficial
academic/industrial development relationship with a local spin-off effect, and
finally created the Silicon Valley high technology industrial agglomeration.
58
The successful story of Stanford Science Park and Silicon Valley subsequently
attracted attention from other regions in the US as well as from other
industrialized countries. The Research Triangle Park in North Carolina, Route
128 in Boston, Sophia Antipolis in France, and the Heriot-Watt at Birmingham
and Cambridge Science Parks in the United Kingdom are among the early
famous developments before the mid-1970s. After two world energy crises and
as international trade competition intensified, high technology industries and
science parks were recognized by many countries and regions as having
strategic value for future development.
59 Since the early 1980s, there has been
very fast growth of research parks all over the world.
The growth of these research parks is commonly associated with links to
leading academic institutions. Growth of Route 128 is associated with
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and growth of Silicion Valley is
associated with Stanford University. Similarly, growth of the Cambridge
Science Park is associated with Cambridge University and that of Heriot-Watt
Research Park is associated with Heriot-Watt University.
60
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The regional development role of research parks can be characterized in two
similar types of regional development theories: A “growth pole” or an
“entrepreneurial seedbed”
61.
As a growth pole (see section 4.4.) it takes advantage of external economies
that exist in the region such as transportation, qualified  labor pool, or
technological spillovers. As the number of firms with similar needs increases, it
facilitates the continued development of a qualified  labor force, and other
external spillovers.
As a seedbed it fosters the growth of entrepreneurs in the region. But as the
population of entrepreneurs turns over with some going out of business, the
science park houses new start-ups or migrants. Research parks are often
located with business incubators, where firms that leave the incubator can
easily move into another complex.
The development of research parks are only one way of several ways in which
high technology can be encouraged. Within any national or regional economic
policy, therefore, it is important that research park developments are seen in
the context of, and alongside other high technology development initiatives.
Local authorities need to be clear on the objectives of a research park. Is it to
develop technology or is it to generate general economic development and
employment? These two objectives may be in conflict with the socio-economic
base existing in the region.
The  locational preferences of research park developers, and the high
technology industries they seek to attract, may well be at variance with
carefully prepared structure plans and regional policies.
62
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Clearly evident, in reviewing the home pages from various research parks, is
the fact that local governments view them as a means of economic
development.
When it comes to direct action for the creation of new businesses and
employment, a public authority has only three possible courses open to it:
63
§  Attract investments from elsewhere
§  Assist existing businesses
§  Promote the creation of new businesses
A reason for government involvement occurs for two reasons: perceived
market failures and barriers to entry, and society’s redistribution of wealth
objectives: Since the latter is clearly not an issue in research park
development, the former is what concerns the policy objectives. Government’s
development or support of research parks can be considered a capital subsidy
that helps newly established firms direct more of their assets into product
development and market penetration, rather than being used for land
acquisition and buildings.
Attempts to exploit the local potential for development of regions may also be
initiated from the technology end. This is always done by building linkages
between universities and other research bodies and the business community.
Very often these initiatives take the form of research parks with incubator
centers and services.
Many research parks are expected to play a major role in regional
development. Most often this regional development role focuses on supporting
new businesses and generating new employment opportunities. It may also be
claimed that research parks will build the region’s image in the park’s focus
area, though this again is primarily of interest for new business and new job
potentials.
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4 4. .3 3. .1 1. .   O Ob bj je ec ct ti iv ve es s
Research Parks in North America and Europe were established, at least in
part, to commercialize findings of scientific research in Universities and
government research centers. Also they were considered as means to
rejuvenate local and national economies.
In the U.S. more than 140 research and science parks have been developed
since the 1950s. These all seem to share common goals:
4 4. .3 3. .2 2. .   F Fa ac ct to or rs s   o of f   S Su uc cc ce es ss s
What are the locational requirements which distinguish research parks from
other forms of industrial development? What are the essential characteristics
which make them appropriate for some cities or regions and not for others?
Location decisions by firms has been an extensively studied phenomenon and
I will not summarize this body of literature, except some of the analysis that
TABLE 12: GOALS OF RESEARCH PARK DEVELOPERS
GOALS
§  the use of research parks as infrastructural element
§  enhance the image of the region
§  regional development
§  stimulation of innovation and development of an innovative milieu (new
technology enterprises and structures)
§  job creation
§  business development
§  economic diversification
§  encouragement of technology transfer and the linking of university resources to tenant
companies’ development, and
§  attraction of mobile research and development projects of large companies
Source: Dekker, D.J., in Gibb, 1985, p. 73. and Segal in Hall and Markusen, 1985, p. 140.51
has direct relevance to research park development. For a complete summary
see Beckmann and Thisse (1986) and Stahl (1987).
Traditional approaches to firm location decisions has been to focus on factors
in the cost of doing business: Low wages, quality workers, proximity to
necessary resources, available infrastructure, tax advantages, etc. The
existence of those characteristics may be there inherently or as a result of
agglomerations (see section 4.5.), or public policy. As mentioned below, firms
may locate near Universities to take advantage of the quality labor force. The
University creates a high quality labor force and generates agglomeration
economies that manufacturing firms can take advantage of. The existence of a
research University plays a major factor in the success of nonmetro research
parks
64.
Another factor in the location decision are quality of life considerations. Recent
work by several researchers indicate that quality of life is a major factor in a
firms’ location decision. A high quality of life gives firm managers a broader
and personal reason for staying in a community and helps them retain high
quality workers.
In the same manner Hall and Markusen argued that the economic factor of
communications is still the most important requirement with the emphasis, on
the motorway system and the proximity of a major international airport. Allied
to these attributes is the advantage offered by a high-quality natural as well as
a social environment. The latter includes the presence of established
universities, tertiary education establishments, research institutions and a
highly-skilled labor force. Middle-sized towns or cities offer the highest
potential because of their scale, the availability of greenfield suburban sites in
high amenity locations, and access to the necessary infrastructure.
65
Factors that have been identified as contributing to a successful research park
can be divided into two types: locational and management. As we can learn
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above,  locational advantages are characteristics external to the firm that
attracts the firm to the area. Management characteristics are certain policies
that have proven successful in attracting and keeping firms. Successful
research parks require a mixture of both.
The research park development started in the Boston and San Francisco area
and continues unabated. High tech industry now dominates the economy of
both areas. Both communities are very similar and include what are observed
to be the essential ingredients for success in attracting or developing high tech
industry. A summary of these ingredients are presented in Table 13
66.
In essence, the concept of research parks evokes images of attractive natural
and designed landscapes, high-quality building design, low-density site
coverage and a highly-skilled labor. But the failure rate of research parks in the
United States has been high and has shown that a vital ingredient for a
successful research park is the participation of a university which has an
existing relationship between industry and its own science, maths or
engineering departments
67.
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TABLE 13: IDENTIFIED CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL RESEARCH PARKS
Managerial Characteristics
1. Well planned facility, minimizing construction costs and congestion problems
2. Park amenities, e.g.
§  Conference/meeting centers
§  Eating places
§  Recreational facilities
§  Day care
3. Good marketing plan
4. Mixed development (diversification)
5. Good environmental planning
Locational Characteristics
1. Proximity to a research university
2. A sufficient pool of entrepreneurs in existence or to be developed
3. Well supported community infrastructure
4. State or local government facilities
5. Major research facilities
6. A skilled labor force53
The importance of universities to the success of research parks and of high
tech clusters is demonstrated in lot of reports. Goldstein and Luger (1992)
conclude that “ the university (of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) plays a critical
role in the long-term economic growth and development of its region…During
an average week in 1990, the University…employed 9,536 workers, having a
combined payroll of $347 million…Analysis shows that at least $766.9 million in
output, $236.2 million in earnings, and 12,612 additional jobs in North Carolina
have been created indirectly, as a result of UNC-CH activities”.
68 These
outcomes were created using $252.6 million in state appropriations, $182.6
million in research grants, contracts and gifts, and $46.7 million in tuition and
fees.
69
The relatively consistent and high level of state funding has helped turn the
campuses of UNC-CH and North Carolina State University into nationally-
ranked research centers. These two state-supported research universities in
the Research Triangle region have been among the most heavily supported by
state general revenues among state-supported institutions in the U.S. In 1992-
93, state appropriations to the UNC sixteen campus system accounted for
approximately 57 percent of public university expenditures, compared to a
national average of 40.9 percent.
70 In short, the growth and improved research
capacity of the region’s major universities have resulted in a considerable
inflow of research funds which not only multiply through the region’s economy,
but also, finance basic research in university labs, applied research, and
collaborative university-industry R&D projects that are leading to new
technologies and new businesses in the region
71.
However, all future high technology developments need not require all these
locational and spatial advantages. In some cases the greatest importance will
certainly be attached to the links with established universities or research
institutions. In other cases, priority will be given to straightforward commercial
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property investment requirements. Because theory and practice diverge in
several ways, it has proved difficult to agree upon a common definition of
crucial elements of success.
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4 4. .4 4. .1 1. .   T Th he eo or ry y
Growth pole theory treats industries as the basic unit of analysis, which exists
in an abstract economic space. Economic development is the structural
change caused by the growth of new propulsive industries, which are the poles
of growth and therefore represent the essential dynamic of the theory. Growth
pole theory is most commonly associated with  Perroux’s hypothesis that
growth impulses emanate from particularly powerful actors such as large firms,
which operate in an abstractly conceived economic space. Perroux argued that
economic space consists of three principal characteristics:
72
1) a set of relations between a firm or industry and its buyers and suppliers
2) a field of forces in which these relations occur
3) a homogeneous environment, or “aggregate”, in which the forces interact.
4 4. .4 4. .2 2. .   A Ap pp pl li ic ca at ti io on n
A major application of this theory – growth center strategy – suggests that
industrial growth can be diffused to backward regions by concentrating
infrastructure investments and direct business investments at selected
locations that posses growth potential.
73 In the 1960s development economists
adopted this strategy for industrial development in lagging regions in both the
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Third World and industrialized countries. The strategy lost favor in the 1970s,
but regained interest in the late 1980s.
74
Figure 1 illustrates how growth pole strategy is supposed to work in the context
of the use of research parks for stimulating regional economic development.
R&D branch plants are recruited to serve as anchors in a newly created
research park. They are supported by local research universities. Together
they represent the actual growth pole. The concentration of R&D activity
should attract other R&D facilities, based upon the realization of localization
economies (see Chapter 4.5.) Other activity will be induced to locate in the
region through the development of backward and forward linkages. All of these
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Figure 1: Growth Pole strategy applied to research parks56
activities will lead to general economic growth through the income multiplier
applied to the increment of local spending from enhanced aggregate payroll in
the region. It is also assumed that some reasonable proportion of the
economic activity stimulated by the propulsive industries in the growth center
will spread out to more peripheral regions.
75
4 4. .5 5. .   A Ag gg gl lo om me er ra at ti io on n   E Ec co on no om mi ie es s
The spatial localization or “clustering” of firms and other organizations in the
same and related sectors, it has been suggested, leads to economic benefits.
These benefits are based upon agglomeration economies.
This section begins to turn to the question where high tech clusters. Whatever
the initial circumstances that led to the siting of new high tech complexes, their
growth is undoubtedly attributable to the agglomerative forces in their
evolution
76.
A common explanation of the virtues of science parks and one particular
aspect of concentrated high technology growth includes the concept of
agglomeration effects. Yet there is little consensus as to exactly what
agglomeration effects are.
The notion of an economy of agglomeration is one of the central concepts in
regional economics. It means that cost reductions of different kinds occur
because economic activities are located in one place. Hence, some cities are
created because of these economic advantages, some places have been
successful, some failed, as the emphasis of agglomeration economies shifted
over the decades.
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The original idea of agglomeration economies is attributed to Alfred Marshall,
although he never used the term agglomeration economies.
77 A more
systematic approach was provided by  Bertil  Ohlin in 1933; he set up the
following categories of agglomeration economies:
78
1. Economies of scale within the firm: they are internal to the firm’s operation at
a single location. The spreading of fixed costs over a larger output, greater
specialization and division of labor, or cost reductions through bulk purchases,
are examples for those economies of scale and scope.
2. Localization economies: economies of scale external to the firm but internal
to the local industry, i.e. economies of scale that arise from the size of the local
industry. The larger the local industry gets, the lower the costs, and the more
competitive advantage the industry gets. Other forms of localization economies
are created if there are economies of scale in the provisions of inputs specific
to the industry, for example of vocational training, or, as Marshall put it; the
required skills are just “in the air”. People with special knowledge for that
specific industry are attracted to these locations, too. Economies of scale can
also exist in other inputs than labor. If there are enough firms in the local
industry, it will be worthwhile for some financial institutions to develop
specialized knowledge, the same is valid for various types of business
services, such as legal advice, accounting, advertising, management
consulting, computer services, and so forth.
3.  Urbanization economies: economies are external to the local industry,
arising from the size of the urban area or the entire local industry. Here, similar
arguments as stated for the localization economies can be made; economies
of scale exist in the provision of inputs that are not specific to a particular
industry. An important example is the general urban infrastructure. Especially
transportation facilities (such as airports, ports, railway services) are subject to
economies of scale. A larger urban area has more suitable and convenient
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services than a smaller urban area. The larger urban area also offers a deeper
and more diverse set of goods and services for businesses; also cultural and
recreational amenities; which makes it in return easier to attract workers
needed.
According to Malecki part of the efficiency of large cities and their regions is a
result of agglomeration economies.
79 The presence of such agglomeration
economies is well-known, although these may vary by industry. Such
advantages attract new investment and new technology to large cities, and
wages are expected to be higher in urban areas or densely populated regions
because productivity is higher.
Malecki also detected that one reason for higher productivity in large cities and
developed regions is that different occupational groups are found there. Large
cities attract educated and skilled workers to a disproportionate degree. To a
great extent, this is due to the spatial division of labor in large firms, who
concentrate managerial and administrative staff in particular cities and regions,
especially large urban regions.
Siebert (1969) argues that higher output in a region leads to more investment
in R&D. The resulting innovation and knowledge offer initial advantages to that
region. This leads, in turn, to higher output and more R&D. In Malecki’s opinion
agglomeration is a powerful concept, which captures the idea that spatial
change is conditioned on the past and accumulated spatial patterns.
Knowledge, skills and capital, once acquired, do not vanish, but become an
endogenous source of future endowments.
In the context of high tech clusters the tendency to agglomerate seems to be
related to three sets of factors. First, the historic links between these sectors
and earlier sectors, such as micro-electronics and aerospace industries,
seems to have anchored them early in their current locations. This is
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particularly true of the software and photovoltaic sectors, whose sites in the
Boston area, California and Texas are directly linked to the computer
manufacture and space programmes respectively.
Second, all the sectors require pools of highly skilled professional and
technical workers, who in addition to being spawned by the above-mentioned
sectors are also associated with the presence of a good university.
And finally, lifestyle issues which encompass urban, cultural, environmental,
and recreational amenities are often essential to the maintenance of a satisfied
professional workforce.
80
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The major success stories and the theoretical support have generated many
enthusiasts who have built high expectations for science parks. Recently,
however, research parks have been coming under attack as people begin to
count the costs and benefits. In many cases, when parks are examined it is
found that “the employment they offer is limited, the innovations they generate
useful in only very specific situations (and often to non-regional benefits), and
that the park serve tenants more as a prestigious address than as a platform
on which to build and be a part of a network”.
81
Riesdorph (1991) identified four misconceptions about research parks:
§  Automatically market the community
§  Improve with age
§  Accommodate all prospective businesses
§  Are the only solution for economic development
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The first, that a research park automatically markets the community is
extremely important. If the research park investments take away from larger
community, maintaining an entrepreneurial base will be difficult
82. The
research park does not market the community, the community has to market
the research park. It means that the management has to be aggressive in
marketing the park. It also means that design and planning must provide the
park with amenities that attract and retain firms. Finally, it also means that the
quality of life in the community has to be sustained and developed so
management has a broader community asset to market.
With the establishment of research parks are always risks attached. These
parks take a long period of time to become successful – often 15 to 30 years -
if suitable tenants are not attracted quickly, carrying costs can be high. As a
result some communities ultimately have had to allow the settlement of non-
technological users, but once undermined in this manner the research parks
lose much of their attractiveness to technology-based companies.
83
According to  Pett, research parks, which are considered as a promising
regional impetus to solve regional economic problems, have yet not come up
to the high expectations. The economic stimulation of regional structural
weaknesses through the establishment of research parks fails in many cases
because many of these areas cannot live up to the great  establishing and
location demands and therefore barely have settling potential for innovative
organizations. Furthermore, the acquiring potential of founders is missing
because of the not existing scientific-technological neighborhood.
84
Luger et al. indicates that up to 50 percent of the research parks in the U.S. fail
and 50 percent of the surviving research parks change their focus. Regions
with small populations, without research universities and without large
government sponsored research laboratories had an even lower probability of
                                                
82 Venable, in Site Selection Magazine, 1994.
83 Dekker, D.J., in Gibb, 1985, p. 73.
84 Pett, 1994, p. 6.61
developing a successful research park.
85 The Luger study on three successful
US research parks, namely Utah, Stanford and Research Triangle Park, also
found that a high proportion of the workforce has been recruited from outside
the region, except in the case of Utah Park.
Some research parks have been successful. The Research Triangle Park in
North Carolina, for example, is almost universally considered a success.
Success stories like this, along with few others such as the Stanford Research
Park in the heart of Silicon Valley, encourage others to try to copy that
concept. Even if a research park itself is successful, however, that success
may not spill over into the local economy. In the case of the RTP, the park had
not stimulated a regional technology cluster even by the early 1990s, despite
having been established in 1959.
Despite these mentioned conflicts, the general overview of the literature
suggests that successful research parks have strong linkages to local
universities, conduct research, employ scientists and in general have a strong
positive impact on the local economy.
In order to generate economic growth, a research park would have to
encourage firm growth that would not have happened without the park or
generate spillovers that would otherwise be absent.
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From the perspective of regional policy, innovation is one of the key
determinants of economic development. Innovation is increasingly being
considered the key factor in national as well as in regional and local
development. Innovation requires a  “scientific infrastructure” and close
interaction of potentially innovative actors, particularly research and training,
government, services, and production units.
86 In many cases innovation
strategies are conceived externally (to the region) or by central agencies and
rely mainly on the recruitment of external high technology firms or branches
thereof. This is the case at the Research Triangle Park in North Carolina. I
have chosen RTP as unit of analysis since “it is considered to be one of the
most successful research parks in the world”
87, and RTP is located in the
middle of a triangle formed by the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill,
Duke University in Durham, and North Carolina State University in Raleigh,
which provide the “scientific infrastructure” required above. One of the factors
which distinguishes a successful research park is the existence of formal and
operational linkages to a university or a research center.
The Stanford Research Park in California is often cited as the model for
university/industry research parks, as is the Research Triangle Park in North
Carolina.
 88
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In the mid-1950s, the state’s political and business leaders understood the
direction in which the state economy was headed and tried to reverse it by
restructuring the economy. At that time North Carolina had the second lowest
per capita income of any state. Its employment base was concentrated in three
low-wage, declining industries: tobacco, textiles, and furniture.
The Research Triangle Committee was formed in 1955 to explore the idea of
creating a research park to be located between the three research universities.
Members of the non-profit Committee included leaders from across the State
of North Carolina in government, business and the universities.
In 1957, an investor, Karl Robbins, was found who agreed to provide funds to
acquire options on land. By the end of that year, 3,559 acres had been
optioned or purchased (441 acres were pending) at a cost of approximately
$700,000. Due to public scepticism about the research park concept and about
the promotion of a privately owned research park by public universities and
other state agencies, Robbins failed to attract sufficient additional investors.
After a period of stagnation, a group of private citizens and civic-minded
corporations in the state bought out the stock of the private research park,
renamed the Committee as the Research Triangle Foundation (RTF). The
raised contributions also enabled the non-profit entity to create a separate
Research Triangle Institute. The Research Triangle Institute (RTI) was the
park’s first tenant and served as a focal point for companies interested in the
park, as it still does today. RTI is now the fourth-largest non-profit contract
research organization in the United States. Its areas of research range from
statistics to virtual reality; cochlear implants to advanced pharmaceutical
projects. RTI was originally conceived as an asset upon which any tenant
                                                
89 The brief description borrows from the following sources: The Research Triangle Foundation of North
Carolina. Luger and Goldstein, 1991, pp. 76-99.64
locating in RTP could draw. The institute’s growth has paralleled that of RTP; it
now has 1,620 employees and 565,000 square feet of laboratory and office
space.
90
The park overall grew slowly through the early 1960s. The major breakthrough
came with locating three major national research centers such as the National
Environmental Research Center and the National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences in 1965/66.This was accompanied by the location of large
corporate research facilities there, and of production facilities near the park
such as International Business Machines (IBM). By 1969, 21 companies had
located in RTP. From 1970 to 1979, 17 additional companies located there. By
1989, 28 more companies chose locations in the park.
In the 1990s, more than 42 new companies have established facilities in RTP.
New construction and expansion has totalled over 2 million square feet. A
research business incubator was formed to provide interim laboratory facilities
for early-stage companies. And Park Research Center, a campus of 12
buildings that was formerly occupied by the National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences, was established to provide wet lab space to smaller and mid-
sized research companies.
So far, the region has been successful in building necessary infrastructure for
technology-oriented branch plants. Overall, the establishment of RTP and the
inducement of technology-oriented corporations seem to have contributed to
the industrial restructuring of the region and laid the foundation for technology-
oriented regional development in the future.
91 Largely due to the strength of
the three universities – Duke, North Carolina State and the UNC-CH –
academics have long dominated the RTP landscape. With its strong academic
scene and high-profile corporate tenants, RTP would seem to be a prime
environment for high tech entrepreneurs. But so far, most of the small
technology companies are scattered about the outskirts of the three cities.
92
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Although RTP was initiated regionally, it focussed primarily on the attraction of
national public or large private company research facilities from the outside.
93
The creation of RTP can be seen as a local government and local university
initiated innovation.
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RTP not only lends name recognition to the region; it drives growth and
economic activity within a 150-mile (240 km) radius. It makes it easy to lure
trained workers to the state and serves as magnet for manufacturing
companies as well. RTP was conceived to “steer the local economy away from
its reliance on tobacco production and provide jobs to keep college graduates
from fleeing the state.”
94 Since its creation in 1959 by leaders from business,
academia and industry RTP attracted 137 private, governmental and non-profit
organizations. These companies employ over 43,000 people and have access
of 15 million square feet under roof.
95
The 7,000 acre park (2,720 hectare) is 8 miles long and 2 miles wide. Three
forths of the park are located in Durham County and one forth of the park is in
Wake County. RTP is surrounded by three research universities – University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Duke University in Durham and North Carolina
State University in Raleigh.
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Figure 2: Map of the Research Triangle Area
Source: http://www.rtp.org/maps/rtparea.html
The research park was built with the goal of luring companies to the Triangle
region that would provide jobs for the graduates of the local universities while,
hopefully, raising the standard of living. The region quickly became established
as a major technology-oriented industrial complex and well-known high tech
center.
RTP is now owned and managed by the private, not-for-profit Research
Triangle Foundation. The foundation develops and markets RTP, sells lots to
organizations wishing to locate in the park and administers requirements for
attractive and protective use of the land.67
The table below shows the population growth of RTP for the last 39 years.
RTP started out with four companies and about 500 employees. 20 years later
the park contained 73 organizations and 17,500 employees. By 1998, 137
organizations located in the park and 42,000 employees worked there.
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Throughout the past three decades RTP has specialized in the recruitment of
R&D branch plants of large corporations rather than new, small, start-up,
technology-oriented businesses. From the 137 organizations located in the
park, 106 are research and development-related organizations. Approximately
50% of the employees in the Park work for multinational companies. The
combined annual salaries in RTP amount to over $1.2 billion dollars.
Major companies such as IBM, Nortel, Motorola, DuPont, Cisco Sytems and
pharmaceutical giant Glaxo Wellcome call RTP home. The largest employer is
IBM, followed by Nortel Networks and Glaxo Wellcome.
TABLE 14: POPULATION GROWTH FOR THE LAST 39 YEARS








1960 3 1 204,000 500
1965 8 2 384,645 908
1970 20 6 2,396,512 8,000
1975 23 26 2,827,412 10,400
1980 40 33 6,468,912 17,500
1985 54 55 10,440,582 26,000
1990 66 47 11,620,000 32,500
1995 97 39 14,345,900 35,000
1998 106 31 15,698,070 42,000
Source: The Research Triangle Foundation, North Carolina68
These companies conduct research in a wide variety of fields, including
96
                                                
*RTI is an independent research organization that serves government and industry clients in the US and
abroad. Scientific disciplines include applied statistics, survey research, social sciences, engineering,
chemistry and life sciences.
**Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL) is an independent, not-for-profit product safety testing and
certification organization.
96 Note: These figures reflect only the companies working primarily in the noted areas, and do not include
organizations with multiple areas of research. Thus a company such as the Research Triangle Institute
would not be listed under pharmaceuticals, although they conduct significant research in that and other
areas.
TABLE 15: 15 TOP EMPLOYERS IN RTP
Organization Employees Field
IBM 15,000 Microelectronics
Nortel Networks 8,500 Telecommunications
Glaxo Wellcome 4,885 Pharmaceuticals
Ericsson 2,000 Telecommunications
Research Triangle Institute 1,750 Other R&D
*
Cisco Systems 1,700 Telecommunications
US EPA 1,734 Environmental Sciences
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 1,000 Environmental Sciences
Sumitomo 719 Telecommunications
Underwriters Laboratories 565 Other R&D
**
Aventis Crop Science 560 Biotechnology
Reichhold 550 Chemicals
Covance Biotechnology Services 450 Biotechnology
Lockheed Martin 365 Environmental Sciences
GTE 275 Telecommunications
Source: 1999 Directory of Owners and Tenants
TABLE 16: ORGANIZATIONS BY SPECIALITY




Environmental Sciences 12 3,922
Other R&D 26 2,954
Biotechnology/Biopharmaceuticals 20 1,932
Chemicals 3 627
Source: 1999 Directory of Owners and Tenants.69
Thirty-five percent of RTP’s tenants are telecommunications, Internet-working
or microelectronics firms; 16 percent are pharmaceutical companies; and 13
percent are environmental/science-related.
As mentioned earlier RTP has specialized in the recruitment of R&D branch
plants of large corporations. More than 70 percent of the organizations in the
park are branches of multifacility organizations. Of those, only 37.9 percent
have their headquarters in North Carolina.
97
But RTP brings not only large high tech businesses to the region, but it also
attracts entrepreneurs. More than 1,000 entrepreneurs seeking a prestigious
address maintain post office boxes in RTP.
98


















Percentage of Organizations with Function as First or Second Highest Effort
Most of the organizations in RTP are oriented to basic and applied research.
Both the functional orientation and the occupational distribution (Figure 3 and
4) of RTP organizations reflect their predominant status as R&D branch plants,
with headquarters and production functions located at other facilities.
                                                
97 Luger and Goldstein, 1991, p. 83.
Source: Luger and Goldstein, 1991, p. 84.70

















The three most important reasons that organizations cite for deciding to locate
in the region are proximity to the three research universities, access to highly
skilled labor and access to air service (see Table 17). The next most important
set of locational factors is the business climate, cultural amenities, and
physical climate. Factors associated with agglomeration economies, including
the opportunity to develop linkages with other businesses in the area and to
interact with other entrepreneurs and scientists, are relatively less important at
RTP.
                                                                                                                                              
98 Marriott, K. in Site Selection, 1997.
TABLE 17: LOCATION REASONS
Rank in Importance Reason for locating in the Research Triangle Region
1 Proximity to research university
2 Access to skilled labor




7 Quality of public services
7 Access to unskilled and semi-skilled labor
9 Access to markets
10 Access to business services
11 Quality and adequacy of infrastructure
12 Preference of CEO
12 Concentration of firms in same or related industry
14 Other branches in the region
15 Access to materials
Source: Luger and Goldstein, 1991, p. 85. n=40; R&D Organizations in the Park.
Source: Luger and Goldstein, 1991, p. 84.71
Cooperative relationships exist between the Research Triangle Park
companies and the three major research universities, as illustrated by the
following table from Fall 1998:
During the 1959-1988 period, the Park stimulated a lot of direct and indirect
economic activity. Luger and Goldstein (1991) estimate that the Park was
responsible for approximately 52,000 new jobs in park establishments and in
other businesses located elsewhere in the region that were linked to the park
establishments. That equalled 12.1 percent of the region’s employment base in
1988, and 24.1 percent of all new jobs created in the region since 1959.
TABLE 18: UNIVERSITY AND BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS INVOLVING RTP
Fiscal Year 1998-1999 Duke NC State UNC-CH
Total Research Dollars Expended $282,388,000 $254,254,000 $235,296,000
Total Federal Monies $172,532,000 $  79,533,000 $171,505,000
Total State & Local Monies $    6,233,000 $  88,497,000 $  29,691,000
Total Industry Monies $  65,114,000 $  31,429,000 $    4,860,000
Total Other Monies $  38,509,000 $  54,795,000 $  29,240,000





Source: Statistical Abstract of Higher Education in North Carolina, 1998-1999, NSF Academic Research
Expenditures Fiscal 199872
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North Carolina has already moved into the forefront of scientific and
technological growth in the U.S. Capitalizing on the resources within its public
and private institutions of higher education and establishing the Research
Triangle Park as an international center of scientific advancement, the state
has pursued an aggressive policy of improving its scientific and technological
base.
99
In 1982, the commission on the future of NC formulated the following goal: “to
encourage and support the development of new technology and its utilization
to increase productivity and stimulate the economy”.
100
The High Technology industry is one of the most vibrant and dynamic sectors
of North Carolina’s economy. The High Tech sector is defined according to the
Congressional Office of Technology Assessment as:
“Firms that are engaged in the design, development, and introduction of new
products and innovative manufacturing processes, or both, through the
systematic application of scientific and technical knowledge.”
101
The existing high technology sector in North Carolina is described below in
terms of number of establishment, percent of employees, and geographic
concentration across the state.
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Using the Standard Industrial Classification System (SIC), 36 high technology
industries were identified. These 36 identifiable high tech industrial divisions in
NC employ about 264,300 employees in more than 5,800 establishments.
SIC 737 (Computer Programming/Data Processing Services) has the largest
number of employment and firms in the state at 35,500 and 3,000,
respectively. SIC 371 Transportation Equipment (Motor Vehicles) engages
about 30,600, or, 12% of workers in NC’s high tech industry.
Figures 5 and 6 show the major groupings of high tech industries in North
Carolina by percent of establishments as well as by percent of employment.
TABLE 19: TOP TEN NUMBER OF HIGH-TECH EMPLOYEES AND EMPLOYING UNITS BY THREE-DIGIT
SIC CODE, 1999
SIC-Classification Code Employees Units Av. Weekly Earning
737-Computer Programming Services/etc. 35,480 2,97 $1,037.1
371-Motor Vehicles and Equipment 30,560 19 $713.2
357-Computer & Office Equipment 20,580 7 $1,368.1
283-Drug 17,790 5 $1,064.7
366-Communication Equipment 14,930 7 $1,153.7
873-Research/Development Service 13,230 61 $834.6
362-Electrical Industrial Apparatus 12,350 67 $649.0
367-Electronic Components & Accessories 12,060 11 $681.8
364-Electric Lighting & Wiring Equipment 10,940 8 $652.0
282-Plastic Materials/Resins/etc. 10,900 5 $876.0
Source: NC Department of Commerce, High Technology Industries in NC, 2000, p. 3.74











































Source: NC Department of Commerce, 2000, p. 4.
Source: NC Department of Commerce, 2000, p. 5.75
Of North Carolina’s seven Economic Development Regions, the Research
Triangle Region has the highest number of high tech jobs, 82,900 (31%); while
the Carolinas Region has the highest number of high tech establishments,
1,650 or 29%.
Of the state’s designated 11 Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA’s) that
encompass 34 counties, Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill MSA has 71,300 (27%)
of the high tech workforce out of a statewide total of 264,300, this reflects the
importance of the high technology manufacturing jobs in and around the
Research Triangle Park. Durham county has the highest concentration of high
tech jobs at 40,000 followed by Mecklenburg county with 30,300.
The three largest MSAs, Charlotte/Gastonia, Greensboro/Winston-Salem/High
Point, and Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill, have more than 61% of high tech
workers and nearly half (49,3%) of the classified establishments.
State and federal funds have supported research and development; scientific
equipment and facilities; student support; faculty salaries; and special institutes
TABLE 20: HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES IN NC BY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REGIONS 1998
                                                                                              Average
Number of Employment         % of Statewide
Regions Counties Employees Units per Unit Employees Units
North Carolina’s Northeast 16 3,514 65 54 1.33% 1.12%
Global Trans Park 13 18,952 242 78 7.17% 4.18%
North Carolina’s Southeast 11 14,212 268 78 5.38% 4.63%
Research Triangle Region 13 82,907 1,583 52 31.37% 27.36%
Carolinas Partnership 12 65,129 1,650 39 24.65% 28.52%
Piedmont Triad 12 39,747 947 42 15.04% 16.37%
Advantage West 23 26,492 415 64 10.03% 7.17%
SUM 100 250,953 5,170 48,54 99.81% 89.35%
Statewide* 94 264,259 5,786 45,67 100% 100%
*There are six counties in NC without a classified “High Tech” employing unit: Hyde, Bertie, Gates, Jones, Clay, and
Graham.
Source: NC Employment Security Commission, 2000.76
and educational programs. To spur development within the Research Triangle
Park and state in microelectronics and biotechnology, the state government
built and now provides operating funds for research centers in those two areas
of technology
102. The Biotechnology Center (BCNC) facilitates cooperative
efforts between university and industry scientists working in medicine,
agriculture and engineering
103. The Center also assists biotechnology business
development, strengthens the biotechnology capabilities of the state
universities and educates the public about biotechnology.
104 It was established
in 1986 to ensure that the state gains long-term economic benefits from
development of the biotechnology industry. The nationally acclaimed MCNC
was established in 1980 to provide a place for state efforts and fosters related
research and education programs at five North Carolina universities and the
Research Triangle Institute
105. MCNC and BCNC have been responsible for a
considerable volume of new firm start-ups and spin-offs in the state. In short,
many investments have been made to enrich the state’s scientific knowledge
bank.
North Carolina ranks first in the Southeast and among the top 10 in the United
States for biotechnology firm location. These firms employ 20,000 of the state’s
workers, and more than 100 biotechnology and related companies are located
in North Carolina. Glaxo Wellcome is the state’s largest biotechnology
employer, with more than 6,000 employees.
106
Why are biotechnology companies flocking to North Carolina? The state’s
extensive research and education infrastructure is part of the attraction. Four
schools of medicine with over $ 480 million in operating budgets are located in
North Carolina. There are numerous schools of pharmacy, dentistry, public
health, nursing, and veterinary medicine, and Research Triangle Park is a
major draw for biotechnology companies.
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For a better understanding of the background in which the Research Triangle
Park and the UNC-CH are operating I will scan the region’s economy.
North Carolina, like the rest of the United States and other industrialized and
emerging nations throughout the world, is in a period of rapid economic
restructuring. Adapting to this restructuring will have major policy implications
for the state’s future.
Rising competition in international trade has real and important consequences
to North Carolina’s economic future. Increasing global competition on the basis
of price and quality has led to fundamental shifts in how companies do
business. In other words, the terms of competition have changed for business,
which in turn has changed the terms of competition for employees, for
communities, and for the state economic development policies.
North Carolina is building its success on a remarkably diverse base of
industries. The state is a national leader in both textiles and furniture, and is
the fifth largest pharmaceutical employer in the country
107. According to the
North Carolina Department of Commerce, the state gained 132 new and 548
expanded manufacturing facilities in 1996. The non-manufacturing segment
added 254 new facilities and 190 expanded facilities.
Historically, the state has been dependent on the support of its furniture,
tobacco and textile industries. These traditional industries continue to thrive.
The state dominates the $ 40 billion furniture industry, producing 35 percent of
all the home furniture manufactured in the world. Six hundred of the 3,000 U.S.
furniture plants are in North Carolina.
108
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Thirty years ago, North Carolina embarked upon a period of rapid growth and
development. Major investments were made over the following decades to
address critical needs:
109
§  Roads and other infrastructure
§  An advanced system of technical colleges for worker training
§  A renowned university system
§  A first-class industrial recruitment program
In a short period of time, North Carolina moved from an agriculturally-oriented
economy to one of the most manufacturing-intensive states in the US.
North Carolina belongs to the “South” of the United States and is located on
the east coast. Adjacent states are Virginia, Tennessee, Georgia and South
Carolina.
Figure 7: Map of North Carolina
Source: http://cmedis.commerce.state.nc.us/countyprofiles/
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economic advisory body and is composed of members of the business and educational communities from
across the state.
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In 1998, North Carolina had a population of 7.5 million, which is the 11
th
highest population in the United States. Between April 1990 and July 1997,
North Carolina's population grew by almost 800,000 people (12.0 percent),
increasing from 6.63 million to 7.43 million in only 7 and 1/4 years. By April
2000, the state's population is expected to reach 7.73 million, representing an
increase of almost 1.10 million people (16.5 percent) in the ten year period
following April 1990. Over 60 per cent of this decade growth, some 700,000
people, will be the result of net migration into the state. The rest will be due to
natural increase (the excess of births relative to deaths). In 1998, North
Carolina ranked 6
th place in the US according to net migration (71.50)
110.  The
Census Bureau expects North Carolina’s population to top 9.3 million by the
year 2025. This anticipated increase ranks as the seventh largest net gain in
the nation.
111
Figure 8: NC Population Growth 1990-1998
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The number and proportion of residents over the age of 18 is expected to
increase slightly from 75% in 1995 to 75.5% in 2000. As the population ages,
the percentage of North Carolina adults will reach 79.3% by 2025. As the Baby
Boom generation (those born between 1946 and 1964) nears retirement, the
                                                                                                                                              
110 North Carolina Economic Review 1999, p. 2 (in 000‘s).
111 NC Economic Development Board, p. 16.
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Source: North Carolina Economic Review 1999, p. 9,
http://cmedis.commerce.state.nc.us/econdata/review/econbooklet20.pdf80
growth of elderly North Carolinians (age 65 and over) is expected to increase
rapidly. In 1995, North Carolina’s proportion of elderly residents was 31
st
highest in the US; in 2025, North Carolina will have the 11
th largest elderly
sector. According to economists the aging of the population will either lead to a
more experienced labor force or to a decrease in productivity, as a high tech,
knowledge economy will demand large-scale retraining for the existing
workforce.
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In 1997, the Gross State Product (GSP) of North Carolina amounted to
$218,888 million, which represents an increase of 393 percent from 1977 to
1997.
112 The development of the NC GSP can be seen in the figure below.
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112 North Carolina Economic Review 1999, March 2000, p. 14.
Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis81
The 1998 civilian labor force estimate for North Carolina was 3,794,000 in
comparison to a total population of 7,545,828.
113 North Carolina’s
unemployment rate has traditionally remained well below the national average.
In 1998, North Carolina’s unemployment rate averaged 3.5%, less than the
4.5% national average for the same period.
114  North Carolina was ranked 13
th
place in comparison to rest of the US.
115 The accompanying figure provides
detailed information about the development of the unemployment rate in North
Carolina and the United States for the years 1980 to 1998.
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North Carolina’s 1997 predominant industries were as follows: trade, service
and government. These industries employ together 2,210,237 workers. Trade
and service are expected to add the most jobs through the year 2000 and
beyond. Within the service sector, health, business and educational services
are the three industries expected to display the greatest increase in jobs.
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114 NC Economic Development Board, p. 17.
115 U.S. Department of Labor, „Employment and Earnings“, May 1999.
Source: Employment Security Commission of North Carolina, US Bureau of Labor Statistics,
http://stats.bls.gov/eag/eag.us.htm,82








In 1997, the total employment of all industries in North Carolina amounted to
3,637,417 workers. 3,077,750 (85%) of the employees worked in the private
industry (Figure 12). While local and state government is expected to grow,
federal government employment is expected to decrease slightly. Much of the
increase in local and state government can be attributed to North Carolina’s
population growth.
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Source: North Carolina Employment Security Commission, http://www.esc.state.nc.us
Source: North Carolina Employment Security Commission, http://www.esc.state.nc.us83
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Per capita income in North Carolina continues to grow closer to the national
average. In 1998, North Carolina’s per capita income was measured at
$24,122, 31
st in the nation. This measure was $2,360 less than the national
average of $26, 482. For the development of the per capita income during the
last twenty years see the figure below.
Figure 13: NC Per Capita Personal Income (nominal) in 
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The public university system in North Carolina consists of 16 universities, in
which the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH) and the North
Carolina State University (NC State) in Raleigh appear to be the most
important and the largest ones.
117 Other important universities of NC are
shown in the table below.
                                                
117 News&Observer: Higher Education in the Triangle, May 23rd, 1999.
Source: NC Department of Commerce
http://cmedis.commerce.state.nc.us/webdata/default.asp?c=business84
North Carolina’s history as a relatively low wage, low-skill state has left the
state with a work force that lags in measures of education and skill levels. The
introduction of technology across all sectors of the economy eliminates many
low skilled jobs and raises the skill requirements of all the workers. This
decline in low-skill jobs requires retraining and re-education for those without
technical skills or with limited educational skills.
The improvement of the educational attainment level of North Carolinians is
one main matter of concern for the state. The government is trying to reach
this, amongst others, by lower tuition fees for students from North Carolina
(see Table 21). Despite of these endeavours for better education, the average
educational attainment level is under the national average and North Carolina
is often perceived as a low-skill, low-technology state. While skill demands
increase, approximately 18 percent of adults in North Carolina lack even a high
school diploma and only 11 percent attain a four year degree. The following
table represents North Carolina’s educational attainment level for persons 18
and older.
TABLE 21: UNIVERSITIES IN NORTH CAROLINA
University City Status Enrollment    Tuition fees in $ per year
   1998 North Carolinians    out of state
UNC-CH Chapel Hill public 24,238 2,298 11,464
UNC-Charlotte Charlotte public 16,844 1,834 9,104
UNC-Greensboro Greensboro public 12,988 2,039 10,867
UNC-Wilmington Wilmington public 9,757 1,920 9,190
NC Central U. Durham public 5,600 2,360 11,526
NC State Raleigh public 27,960 2,360 11,526
Duke University Durham private 11,535 - 31,000
Meredith College Raleigh private 2,612 - 13,390
Shaw University Raleigh private 2,500 - 9,770
Source: News&Observer: Higher Education in the Triangle, May 23,199985
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North Carolina has a large and diverse economy, composed of many regional
economies that are quite different in size, economic base, and in the
characteristics of the labor force. To adequately devise strategic economic
policies, it is important to understand the regional „sub-economies“ that make
up the overall economy of North Carolina. North Carolina has divided its 100
counties into seven regional partnerships (see map below), which serve as
economic development entities for their regions. The partnerships are funded
through state and local funds and, depending on each partnership, private
funds from businesses located in the region. Each partnership has its own
goals, strategies and initiatives for attracting new businesses and retaining
existing firms.
118
Figure 14: Map of the seven regions
TABLE 22: EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT LEVEL
                                               9
th-12
th           High School    Some                                                     Graduate/
                         Less than     Grade,           Graduate         College,        Associate     Bachelor    Profession
Education        9
th Grade     No Diploma    Incl. GED        No Degree    Degree          Degree       Degree
Individuals 557,739 892,459 1,496,296 958,965 324,173 559,144 231,368
Population 11.11% 17.78% 29.81% 19.10% 6.46% 11.14% 4.61%
18+
Source: NC Employment Security Commission, http://www.esc.state.nc.us86
Source: http://www.nccommerce.com/econscan/
Since the Research Triangle Park and the University of North Carolina in
Chapel Hill are located in this economic development region I will go into its
economic situation in more detail.
-  E Ec co on no om mi ic c   O Ov ve er rv vi ie ew w
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Population and total employment in the Research Triangle Region grew faster
than any other part of the state in recent years. The average real wage fell by
0.7 percent from 1992 to 1994, compared to a decline of 0.2 percent for the
entire state. The business failure rate is barely above the state average, and
the business start-up rate is the highest in North Carolina. Per capita income
and average wages are above the state averages by 12 percent and 8 percent,
respectively. The unemployment rate is the lowest in North Carolina, and the
poverty rate is below the state average.
This region has almost one fifth of the NC population, and its projected
population growth rate is above the state growth rate. The percentage of non-
white population is above the state average. The region’s labor force is about
                                                                                                                                              
118 http://www.nccommerce.com/econscan/
119 http://cmedis.commerce.state.nc.us/region/rtp.asp87
20 percent of the NC labor force, and its share of the population in the labor
force is above the statewide average. The percentage of adults with a high
school education is higher than the state average, and the share of adults with
a college education follows a similar pattern.
The largest employment sectors in this region are services, wholesale/retail
trade, government, and manufacturing, as shown in the figure labeled
Distribution of 1999 Employment by Industry. The fastest growing sectors in
the region are construction, agriculture, and services. The region’s average
annual wages are higher than statewide averages for all sectors except
agriculture, finance/insurance/real estate (FIRE), and transportation
/communication/public utilities.



























TABLE 23: COMPARISON OF KEY INDICATORS BETWEEN RESEARCH TRIANGLE REGION
AND NORTH CAROLINA
                                                          Research Triangle Region                       North Carolina
Per Capita Personal Income $22,246 $23,168
Median Family Income $43,542 $42,200
Average Annual Wage $31,085 $25,902
Unemployment Rate 2,2% 3,5%
Source: NC Economic Development Board and NC Chamber of Commerce,
http://cmedis.commerce.state.nc.us/webdata/default.asp?c=demographics
Source: http://www.researchtriangle.org/data/county.html88
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The Research Triangle region is coterminous with the Raleigh-Durham MSA,
which consists of six counties.  The counties represented in this MSA are
Chatham, Durham, Franklin, Johnston, Orange and Wake. The University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill is located in Orange County and the major part of
the Research Triangle Park is situated in Durham County, the rest in Wake
County.
Figure 16: Map of counties in the Research Triangle Region
The Raleigh-Durham metropolitan economy is anchored by the three research
universities, Research Triangle Park, and state government. The economy is
research - and development – oriented and, to a lesser extent, administration –
oriented. It has multiple, functional specializations in government services, and
electronics manufacturing.
120 Besides Raleigh, the major employment centers
in the region are Durham, Chapel Hill, and the Research Triangle Park.
                                                
120 Malizia and Feser, 1999, p. 255.
Source:http://www.nccommerce.com/econscan/region/rtr.asp89
Because of the companies based in the Research Triangle Park (and adjacent
to it), the area’s income levels are significantly higher than state and national
figures. Average income in the Raleigh-Durham area increased almost 30%
between 1990 and 1996. According to an U.S. Housing and Urban
Development report released in July 1998, median family income in the
Research Triangle area ($56,716) is the highest in the State and 34.4 percent
higher than the State median. Raleigh-Durham’s population rose by  18.4
percent between 1990 and 1996.
Over the past decade, the MSA’s unemployment rate has been below the state
and national rates. Orange County had the lowest unemployment rate (1.1
percent) of any county in the state. The stable employment base, anchored by
universities, medical centers and government, has resulted in unemployment
















Chatham Durham Franklin Johnston Orange Wake North
Carolina
Figure 17: Unemployment Rates RDU-MSA and NC for the 
year 1999
Source: NC Employment Security Commission, http://www.esc.state.nc.us
TABLE 24: INCOME AND POPULATION STATISTICS – RDU-MSA
Per Capita Income Population Median Family Income
Chatham 22,748 45,581 44,341
Durham 25,489 202,311 53,122
Franklin 18,197 44,577 40,181
Johnston 21,573 106,559 41,680
Orange 27,802 109,905 56,023
Wake 30,790 570,353 61,004
MSA 27,111 1,079,286 49,392
North Carolina 23,168 7,545,828 42,200
Source: North Carolina Economic Review 1999; 2000. U.S. Census Bureau, Population and
Estimates Program90
The effects of the Research Triangle Park’s success also are demonstrated by
the latest annual wage level data by place of work (December 1999) provided
by the N.C. Department of Commerce:

















Since most of the Park development has been in Durham County, Durham























Chatham Durham Franklin Johnston Orange Wake
Figure 19: 1990 Educational Attainment, RDU-MSA
High School
College
The educational attainment level in the counties where RTP is located is
significantly higher than in the other counties. In Orange County, 46.1 percent
of adults have a college degree, followed by Wake County with 35.3% percent,
and 33.4% have a college degree in Durham County. The same pattern is true
for a High School degree.
Source: NC Department of Commerce, 1999 County and Regional Scan, http://www.nccommerce.com/econscan/county.asp
Source: NC Department of Commerce, Economic Policy and Research Division91
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The 16-campus University of North Carolina system educates more than
150,000 yearly and offers more than 1,200 undergraduate and graduate
degree programs. Because of the state’s strong financial support, the UNC
system is among the least expensive.
Founded in 1789 (as the first state university in the United States) UNC was -
amongst the two other research universities, Duke and NC State , - closely
related with the development of the RTP. Chapel Hill is located at the western
point of the Research Triangle and its university provides the RTP with a
principal resource of graduates. In spring semester 1999 24,180 students
121
were enrolled and 2,420 faculty members worked at UNC.
122
                                                
121 = Total student enrollment. Undergraduate Admission: 15,400; Graduate/Professional enrollment:
8,780.
122http://www.unc.edu/depts/design/quickfacts/, 07/19/0092
Carolina’s top academic programs are in biology, chemistry, economics,
English, journalism, political science, and sociology. According to the US News
& World Report UNC-CH was ranked 3
rd place amongst America’s Top Public
Universities.
123  With regard to the RTP, the University of North Carolina’s
chemistry department, with a national reputation in organic and biochemistry,
had a long tradition of supplying chemists with graduate degrees to industry.
That, combined with North Carolina State University’s (NC State) highly
regarded School of Textiles, explains RTP’s success in attracting, and
developing an early concentration in, textile chemistry R&D labs. Later, the
strengths of the biomedical research faculty and facilities of the University of
North Carolina and Duke University and the strengths of North Carolina State
University’s agricultural sciences faculty became instrumental in attracting
pharmaceutical and biotechnology research labs to the park. Likewise, the
engineering schools at North Carolina State and Duke and the computer
science department at the University of North Carolina paved the way for
microelectronics R&D facilities to locate in the park.
124
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From the construction of roads to administering the state’s museums and
aquariums, state employees are responsible for implementing the laws passed
by the General Assembly and carrying out other policies of the Governor,
elected Council of State and the University of North Carolina Board of
Governors. This section is to help understand the system by providing an
overview of important policies and benefits. It is not intended to cover all
policies and procedures in great detail.
                                                
123 US News&World Report, March 2000; http://researchtriangle.org/data/quality.html
124 Luger and Goldstein, 1991, p. 80.93
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As a public university the UNC-CH underlies the North Carolina State
Government Salary Schedule. The term SPA employees refers to state
employees who are governed by the State Personnel Act (SPA). Some positions
are exempt from the personnel act (EPA). Physicians, faculty members or non-
faculty EPA employees with the University of North Carolina System are not
covered under these policies.
The North Carolina Office of State Personnel (OSP) maintains classification and
pay structures for all positions subject to the provisions of General Statute 126,
the State Personnel System. This statute requires the State Personnel
Commission to establish classification plans to govern position classification
and reclassification, and to develop compensation programs which provide
minimum, maximum, and intermediate rates of pay.
125 Each classified position
is based on similar employment in the defined labor market: hiring rate,
minimum, mid-point, and maximum salary rates that are competitive with rates
in the external labor market consistent with the State’s ability to pay; and proper
relationships within State government employment to maintain internal equity.
126
The Office of State Personnel exercises complete and total administrative
control of these systems. The system is periodically modified by the OSP with
approval by the State Personnel Commission.
The OSP currently maintains a traditional graded structure where classifications
are assigned a numerical grade that corresponds to a specific salary range. The
majority of classifications are in this structure.
127 (Grade ranges are from 50-96).
Career ladders are built into the State Classification System on a statewide
basis and cannot be further enhanced to meet local operating circumstances.
                                                
125 State of North Carolina Salary Plan, 2001, p. 2.
126 http://www.osp.state.nc.us/manuals/html/genpay.htm
127 State of North Carolina Salary Plan, 2001, p. 2.94
Table 25 shows, for example, grade range 65 – 69 with its according
salary ranges.
Most of the state employees are assigned to grade range 60-64 (28%),
followed by 20% working in grade range 55-59 and 18% in grade range 65-69.
Only 2% of the employees work in classifications assigned to the grade range
80 and over.
The State’s present pay plan, called the Comprehensive Compensation Plan, is
based upon the individual performance of each state employee over the most
recently completed 12-month period and the availability of funds. Any increases
are established by the General Assembly each year.
TABLE 25: NC STATE GOVERNMENT SALARY SCHEDULE
Annual Salary Schedule 2000 – selected grade ranges
Grade Hiring Rate Minimum Midpoint Maximum
65 $24,136 $25,343 $31,650 $39,164
66 $25,156 $26,413 $33,050 $40,944
67 $26,257 $27,570 $34,558 $42,859
68 $27,362 $28,729 $36,126 $44,890
69 $28,531 $29,957 $37,748 $46,964
Source: http://www.osp.state.nc.us/salschd/sal-00.html





















In the Comprehensive Pay Plan there are three types of salary increases. The
first is called a Career Growth Recognition Award (CGRA). A CGRA is an
annual salary increase awarded only to employees whose performance is rated
as “Good” or better on the five-point Performance Management (PM) rating
scale. This is the primary way excellent employees may progress upward from
the minimum toward the maximum of their salary range. Permanent full-time
and part-time employees are eligible for this increase.
The second type of salary increase is called a  Cost-of-Living Adjustment
(COLA) which is awarded in response to inflation and market factors. The
COLA is a general salary increase added to the base salary of all employees.
To receive the COLA, the employee must have a PM rating of “Below Good” or
better. Permanent, probationary and trainee employees are eligible for the
COLA.
The third type of salary increase is called a Performance Bonus. This is a one-
time, lump sum award and does not become part of an employee’s annual base
salary. An employee must have a PM rating of “Very Good” or better to receive
this increase. Only permanent full-time or part-time employees are eligible for
performance bonuses.
128
                                                
128 http://www.osp.state.nc.us/beacon/pay-ot.html96
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NC State Government had 88,675 SPA employees on December 31, 2000.
68,595 (77.36%) were employed at State agencies, the rest (20,080 or 22.64%)
in State universities. For 75,295 permanent full-time State employees the
average age was 43.1 and average service month in State government was
136.4 months or 11 years and 4.4 months.
 129
                                                
129 http://www.osp.state.nc.us/data/stats/tnote.htm









Figure 22: State Employees by Education 
Level
Assoc. Degree
HS, + 1 year
HS, + 2 years











In NC state government, the average rate of pay for SPA employees was
$32,723 in February, 2001. This average rate recognizes work performed at all
salary grades in the state’s pay plan and ranges from unskilled work to
executive level managerial roles. The following chart presents selected
benchmark classifications for which an average market rate has been
determined compared with the state’s average rate for classification shown.
130
The following occupations are among those for which the state is experiencing
serious recruitment difficulty.
131
Another important measure for assessing the state’s compensation system is
the ranking of entry level salaries for new college graduates in comparison to
prevailing market rates for selected occupations. The state’s robust economic
growth and development has resulted in the siting of many national and multi-
national corporations as well as manufacturing and research facilities throughout
the state. This geographical dispersion creates significant difficulty in the
recruitment of individuals with skills and abilities that cross a number of
occupational groups found among state employees. Table 27 demonstrates this
concern by comparing entry level wages for new college graduates in
benchmark jobs as compared to hiring rates for state employees in the same
occupations.
                                                
130 It should be noted that the state’s average rate of pay for a particular classification may certainly
exceed the market average.
131 http://www.osp.state.nc.us
TABLE 26: COMPARISON OF AVERAGE RATES OF PAY WITHIN SELECTED
OCCUPATIONS
NC Benchmark Class Percentage below Market Average




Information & Communications Spec 18.53%





To get an overall impression on compensation in NC state government I will
draw in the following section from the results of the  1999 Annual State
Employee Survey. The survey provides an interesting perspective on
compensation in state government.
132 While almost 75% of state employees are
generally satisfied with their job, less than 7% believe that if they do a better job
their pay will be adjusted accordingly. This fact has contributed to the low
morale among state employees. The 1999 survey shows that less than a third of
the 1,300+ employees who returned surveys felt that morale in their work unit
was usually high. One possible reason for lowered morale is the fact that less
than 20% believe NC citizens have a positive view of state employees.
Employees would like to feel more valued. This combination of factors is one of
the reasons that of those who leave state government, almost 24% leave within
the first year and 47% within three years.
                                                
132 Office of State Personnel, “Fifth Annual State Employee Survey”, 2000: Approximately 5% of the
government employees covered by North Carolina’s State Personnel Act were selected by a simple
random sample to participate in the 1998-1999 survey. Nearly one third (1306) of those employees
returned the questionnaires. http://www.osp.state.nc.us/empsrvy/1999/survey.htm
TABLE 27: COMPARISON OF ENTRY LEVEL SALARIES WITHIN SELECTED
OCCUPATIONS









Speech & Language Pathologist 22.34%
Source: http://www.osp.state.nc.us99
Based upon seven options (see Figure 23), employees selected “pay” as the
most important job factor in determining their sense of job satisfaction. “Job
security” and “fair treatment” followed in the voting as “most important”
ingredients involved in determining job satisfaction for state employees. A
“flexible work schedule” was identified as the “least important” factor.



















Figure 23: Importance of Selected Job Factors to State 
Employees
Most important More important
Moderately important Somewhat important
Important Slightly important100
The following charts present employees’ favorable responses to each question
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Figure 24: General Satisfaction
Favorable Neutral Unfavorable101
In the area of compensation, state employees continue to express several
concerns.
Almost every employee would like more money, and state employees are
no exception. The perception is that employees in the private sector are
better compensated and receive better benefits. State employees believe
that changes must be made in the compensation system so that they can
progress more rapidly through their job’s pay range. When compared to
other state employees doing similar work, only 25% believe they are being
compensated fairly. The perception is that state government loses many
valuable employees every year due to compensation inequities.
Many factors influence the capacity and capability of any organization to recruit
and retain a competent and qualified workforce. Given the occupational
diversity of North Carolina’s state government workforce, recruitment and
retention present numerous challenges. Principle concerns include citizen’s
expectations that state government will ensure their health, safety and
protection, education, environmental integrity, infrastructure and highways, and
cultural enrichment. The state must meet those expectations as well as
mandatory requirements imposed by federal regulatory agencies, grantors, and
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Figure 26: Compensation & Benefits
Favorable Neutral Unfavorable102
In recent years, the state’s ability to compete effectively in various labor
markets has been seriously compromised by labor shortages for certain
occupations or a lack of funds to support competitive pay.
The state has responded by recommending salary range revisions to the State
Personnel Commission or by developing occupation-specific and/or
geographical-based pay plans to relieve recruitment pressure. Other solutions
include shifting from a traditional job evaluation system to models that
emphasize job competencies and labor market conditions. Currently, there are
six major occupational areas for which recruitment and retention has proven
and continues to be difficult as shown in the following table.
The Cost of Living Index (COLI) is also an important factor in interpreting labor
markets. The COLI measures relative price levels for consumer goods and
services in a particular geographic area of North Carolina. These geographic
areas are usually identified on the basis of a MSA for Urban and Non-
Metropolitan Areas. The Index provides a reasonably accurate measure for
cost-of-living differences among selected urban and non-metropolitan areas.
133
                                                
133 The average for all urban and non-metropolitan areas is 100%. The index level for each area is read as
a percentage of the average for all geographical locations. Percentages exceeding this standard indicate a
higher cost of living. The index does not measure inflation.
TABLE 28: TURNOVER RATES FOR SELECTED OCCUPATIONALGROUPS
Occupational Group Turnover Rate
Information Technology 15.3%
Engineering & Architectural 10.0%
Medical & Allied Health 18.2%
Office Support Services 16.1%
Auditing & Financial Management 11.0%
Licensing, Inspection & Public Safety 17.6%
Statewide average turnover 15.23%*
*Percentage is based upon 87,068 permanent full-time and part-time employees and
includes both voluntary and involuntary separations.
Source: http://www.osp.state.nc.us103
Approximately 43% of NC state employees live in geographic areas where the
Cost of Living Index exceeds the average of 100%. Data in the chart shown
below includes the Cost of Living percentage for selected geographical areas of
the state including those with high concentrations of state employees. The
COLI index for Chapel Hill exceeds the average by 14.3 percent.
TABLE 29: COLI COMPARISONS FOR SELECTED NC AREAS
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The ongoing expansion by high-pay employers in the area and the arrival of still
others has severely weakened the University’s appeal to qualified applicants for
skilled and professional positions. High tech employers in the Research
Triangle Park offer substantial salary increases and signing bonuses. Also,
bonuses are often paid to co-workers assisting in attracting other candidates.
The University not only continues to have a very stiff market competition from
the thriving economy in the Research Triangle area there is also the fact that
the University’s skill needs are in most respects the same as those in demand
in this area’s labor market. Information/computer technologists, scientific
research, social research, and scores of staff supporting the University’s
teaching, research and public service mission are often well-trained by the
University and then lured away.
134
Concerning recruiting, selection and job structuring the Department utilizes –
as already mentioned - the established State position classification system and
pay plan and policies.
The study follows the definitions of classifications and corresponding salary
grade for each classification assigned to the respective Federal Occupation
Category (FOC). The Office of Human Resources at UNC-CH uses 6 of the 7
Federal Occupation Categories: Executive, Administrative and Managerial
(FOC-1), Professional Non-Faculty (FOC-3), Clerical and Secretarial (FOC-4),
Technical and Paraprofessionals (FOC-5), Skilled Crafts (FOC-6), and
Service/Maintenance (FOC-7). The 512 occupations in the federal 1990
Census have been matched to the University’s classifications, and occupations
have been excluded when the University does not use or employ the
occupation.
135
                                                
134 1999 Equal Employment Opportunity Progress Report for SPA Employees, Employment Department,
Office of Human Resources, UNC-Chapel Hill, 2000, p. 8.
135 Equal Employment Opportunity Plan for Staff Employees at the UNC-CH, March 1, 1997, p. 63.105
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The University’s recruitment area consists of five counties: Alamance,
Chatham, Durham, Orange and Wake County
136. It is important to recognize
that the University Recruitment Area has undergone a dramatic change in
terms of phenomenal growth.
The civilian labor force for the five counties in 1990 totaled 492,160 persons,
and in 1999 it totaled 625,700 persons, a 27.1 percent increase, while the
unemployed number continued to be at record low levels.  Influenced by the
success of the Research Triangle Park, the University’s recruitment area still
has a very low unemployment rate (1.7 percent for the calendar year 1999
compared to the statewide rate of 3.1 percent). Orange County alone had the
lowest unemployment rate in the state in 1999 at 1.1 percent.
137
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The overall permanent SPA work force reached 6,369 as of September 30,
1999. The work force has increased by 469 employees or 7.95 percent since
1995, when the total SPA work force numbered, 5900.
138 Figure 27 shows the
development of work force growth during 1995 – 1999.
                                                
136 As defined in the 1999 Equal Employment Opportunity Progress Report for SPA Employees.
137 For a more detailed information on economic data see Chapter 5.5.
138 1999 Equal Employment Opportunity Progress Report for SPA Employees, 2000, Office of Human
Resources, UNC-CH, p. 9.106
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SPA Employees
Of these 6,166 employees, the largest group is the Clerical & Secretarial, in
which 2,357 were employed in 1998, followed by the Technical &
Paraprofessional (1,215) and the Professional Non-Faculty category (1,214).







Clerical&Secretarial Technical&Paraprofessional Professional Non-Faculty
Service&Maintenance Skilled Crafts Executive,Administrative&Managerial
Source: 1999 Equal Employment Opportunity Progress Report for SPA Employees, p. 9.
Source: 1999 Equal Opportunity Progress Report for SPA Employees, p. 44.107
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The University’s Staff work force is highly mobile. The University has formal
systems designed to move Staff employees seeking upward mobility through
transfer or promotion. These systems enjoy a high level of satisfaction among,
and participation by, Staff employees. Promotions during recent years range
from 600 to 800 employees.
139
Generally the number of promotion opportunities depends on fund availability.
Promotions include “upward movement in the same position through position
reclassification or salary range revision or by transfer to another position at a
higher salary grade within the same department or by transferring to another
department through TOP”. For the last five years (1995-1999), employees
transferring through TOP totaled 2,893.
The Transfer Opportunities Program (TOP) provides Permanent Staff
employees the opportunity to seek transfer to another position within the
University. An opening has to be posted at least once on the TOP Boards and
on Internet ( www.jobs.unc.edu). TOP provides that a permanent Staff
employee seeking transfer must submit a TOP Data Record once every 12
months and an individual TOP Request for each opening requested. The TOP
program provides for hiring supervisors to indicate a preference for university
employees and where indicated, such preference is posted across the
campus. When a hiring supervisor has indicated such a preference, the
Employment Department will only refer TOP candidates during the initial
seven-day posting period.
The program is highly used by the SPA work force. In the 1999 financial
year
140 1,738 employees (28.2 percent of the total 6,166 work force of 1998)
submitted 9,337 TOP requests. These requests resulted in 749 transfers via
                                                
139 Equal employment opportunity plan for staff employees at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, 2000, p. 66.
140 From October 1, 1998 to September 30, 1999 as defined by the HR Department.108
TOP. That is, 43.1 percent of the employees who submitted TOP Requests
accepted transfer offers. Of the total 2,121 openings filled, 35.3 percent were
filled by TOP candidates.
In 1999, TOP requests were submitted for 257 different job classifications.
Certain job classifications typically generate many requests. The top ten job
classifications with job openings that generated the most TOP requests were
as follows:
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The University continues to experience a high turnover: 1,147 terminations, up
from 1,130 a year ago and up from 953 two years ago.
141 In 1999, most of the
terminations were in the Clerical & Secretarial – FOC-4 Category (448 or 39.06
percent), followed by Technical & Paraprofessional  FOC-5 (274 or 23.89
percent) and Professional Non-Faculty – FOC-3 (197 or 17.18 percent).
                                                
141 1999 Equal Employment Opportunity Progress Report for SPA Employees, 2000, Office of Human
Resources, UNC-CH, p. 6.
TABLE 30: TOP ACTIVITY
Job classifications                         Number of             Number of              Number filled
                                                         Requests            Openings filled         by TOP
                                                        submitted            in Classification        Transfers
1.  Administrative Assistant I 1,158 70 43
2.  Office Assistant IV 561 175 39
3.  Program Assistant V 501 51 27
4.  Administrative Assistant II 413 15 10
5.  Processing Assistant IV 283 75 27
6.  Research Technician III 276 67 20
7.  Social Research Assistant I 263 64 19
8.  Accounting Technician III 232 19 17
9.  Student Services Assistant V 218 15 10
10.  Processing Assistant V 194 23 11
Source: 1999, Equal Employment Opportunity Progress Report for SPA Employees, p. 18.109


































Figure 31: Terminations and SPA Work Force
Terminations SPA Work Force
Source: 1999 Equal Employment Opportunity Progress Report for SPA Employees, p. 44.
Source: 1999 Equal Employment Opportunity Progress Report for SPA Employees, p. 47.
Source: 1999 Equal Employment Opportunity Progress Report for SPA Employees.110
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Technical and Paraprofessional Skilled Crafts Service and Maintenance
Terminations by Federal Occupation Category for the years 1995 – 1998 are
shown in Figure 32 and also shown is each category’s termination rate.
There are numerous reasons why employees leave the University and the
most common is for better pay/advancement. Termination trends continued to
be the same as in the past. Better pay and advancement for the year 1999 was
the reason why 268 employees left the University, followed by no reason given
or other for 155 employees, then returned to school was the reason for 118
employees, and followed closely by 115 employees who decided to move from
the area (Figure 37).
Of note is the fact that employees leaving due to service retirement exceeded
100 for the second year in a row.
Figures 34 - 37 show the trend split for the years 1995 - 1999.
























Figure 33: Termination Reasons - 1995
























Figure 34: Termination Reasons - 1996
















































Figure 36: Termination Reasons - 1998
























Figure 37: Termination Reasons - 1999
Source: 1999 Equal Employment Progress Report for SPA Employees, p. 8.
Source: 1999 Equal Employment Progress Report for SPA Employees, p. 8.113
Overall, involuntary terminations totaled 96 making up 8.4 percent of the total
1,147 terminations in 1999. Involuntary terminations (which include layoff,
probationary employee termination and discharge) increased by 14 (from 82 in
1998 to 96).
Probationary terminations numbered 36 (compared to 31 in 1998), discharges
totaled 20 (the same as in 1998), and layoffs totaled 40 (up form 31 in 1998).
Nearly 38 percent of the Probationary terminations (21 of the 36 total) occurred
in the “Clerical and Secretarial” category. Of the 20 discharges, 10 or 50
percent occurred in the “Service and Maintenance” category. Of the 40 layoffs,
16 occurred in the “Technical and Para-Professional” category, followed by 10
layoffs in the “Clerical and Secretarial” category.
142
Table 31 shows that for the terminating employees who left for better
pay/advancement, the majority (62.6 percent) was being paid at a salary rate
below the midpoint of their respective salary ranges. “It is reasonable to
assume these employees would have remained with the University had their
pay and benefits been considerably better as shown in Table 31.”
143
Table 32 shows the length of service of those who left for better
pay/advancement and compares it to the length of service for all terminating
employees. As shown, 47 percent left with less than two years of service. 28.4
percent of those who left for better pay/advancement had been with the
University between two and five years. This lends credence to those who
believe that the University is a “training ground” for the better paying employers
elsewhere in the Research Triangle Area. A significant loss to the University in
knowledge, skills and abilities is evident in the 24.6 percent who had greater
than five years of service.
See both tables for a detailed representation.
                                                
142 1999 Equal Employment Opportunity Progress Report, p. 15.
143 1999, Equal Opportunity Progress Report for SPA employees, p. 12.114
TABLE 31: SALARY PLACEMENT FOR TERMINATING EMPLOYEES FOR                    FOR
SELECTED TERMINATION REASONS, 1999.
Minimum to Midpoint Midpoint&Above Maximum Total
Voluntary Reasons
Better Pay/Advancement 2.2% 60.4% 35.8% 1.6% 268 (100%)
No Reason/Other 8.4% 54.2% 35.5% 1.9% 155 (100%)
Return to School 1.7% 71.2% 26.3% 0.8% 118 (100%)
Moving 3.5% 58.3% 38.2% 0.0% 115 (100%)
Transfer to Another Agency 0.0% 37.0% 53.4% 9.6% 73 (100%)
Service Retirement 0.0% 5.9% 42.0% 52.1% 119 (100%)
SPA to EPA 0.0% 25.6% 64.1% 10.3% 39 (100%)
Involuntary Reasons
Discharge 15.0% 55.0% 25.0% 5.0% 20 (100%)
Layoff 0.0% 37.5% 40.0% 22.5% 40 (100%)
Probationary 19.4% 50.0% 25.0% 5.6% 36 (100%)
Source: 1999, Equal Employment Opportunity Progress Report for SPA Employees, p. 38.
TABLE 32: ANALYSIS OF THE LENGTH OF SERVICE OF EMPLOYEES TERMINATING FOR
BETTER PAY/ADVANCEMENT, 1999
< 1 year 1 yr. - 2 yr. 2 yr. – 5 yr. 5 yr. – 10 yr. 10 yr. – 20 yr. > 20 yr. Total
Terminating for Better Pay/Advancement
60 (22.4%) 66 (24.6%) 76 (28.4) 52 (19.4%) 14 (5.2%) 0 (0.0%) 268 (100%)
Total Terminations
233 (20.3%) 214 (18.7%) 258 (22.5%) 191 (16.7%) 117 (10.2%) 134 (11.7%) 1147 (100%)
Source: 1999, Equal Employment Opportunity Progress Report for SPA Employees, p. 39.115
Figure 38 lists the top 15 classifications that experienced the highest number
of terminations, without regard to the termination reason.













Patient Relations Representative III
Social Research Associate I
Accounting Technician I
Educational/Developmental Assistant
Applications Analyst Programmer I
Student Services Assistant IV
Figure 38: Classifications with the most employee 
terminations
Termination Total Numer of Employees in Classification116
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
Administrative Assistant I
Applications Analyst Programmer I
Applications Analyst Programmer II
Computing Consultant II
Office Assistant IV
Processing Assistant IV 
Research Technician I
Research Technician III
Social Research Assistant I
Social Research Associate I
Figure 39: Total Terminations and Reasons for selected 
Occupations, 1999
Terminations Pay/Advancement Returned to School Service Retirement Other
Figure 39 shows total terminations for selected occupations (mainly in FOC-3,
FOC-4 and FOC 5) in comparison to termination reasons. For those selected
occupations better pay/advancement was in most cases a crucial reason for
leaving the University.
In awareness of these facts the University of Chapel Hill offers a series of
training programs and courses imbedded in general human resources
development strategies in order to keep their employees and reduce turnover
rates.117
6 6. .4 4. .3 3. .   R Ra an ng ge e   o of f   t tr ra ai in ni in ng g   a ac ct ti iv vi it ti ie es s   a an nd d   w wo or rk kf fo or rc ce e   d de ev ve el lo op pm me en nt t   s st tr ra at te eg gi ie es s
In 1990, the University established a central training function, the Human
Resources Training and Development Department. The Human Resources
Training and Development Department offers programs to address a wide
variety of management, supervisory, and employee needs. The department’s
mission is “to provide meaningful training activities which encourage
development, stimulate productivity, create a healthier workplace environment
and enhance the capabilities of the University’s committed and diverse work
force.”
144 All permanent SPA employees are eligible to request enrollment in
courses and workshops offered by the department. While most courses are
conducted without charge, program fees may be charged for some workshops
and courses.
The training programs offered by this department include:
§  Career development
§  Quality improvement
§  Housekeeping training
§  Skill improvement
§  Human resources policies and procedures
§  Supervisory programs
§  Literacy programs
§  Tuition waiver
§  Management programs
§  Wellness
§  Organizational development
§  Work/Family
§  Orientation
n  Miscellaneous 
145
                                                
144 Equal employment opportunity plan for staff employees at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, 2000, p. 51.
145 Includes a wide range from “Personal Financial Planning”, over “Written Communication”, to “Spanish
for the Workplace”.118
As shown in the aforementioned list of available training programs, the
University plans, formulates and implements appropriate job-related programs.
The University recognized that quality employee training is both cost-effective
and pro-active producing immediate discernible results for the University work
force.
- -    S St ta af ff f   o on n- -t th he e- -J Jo ob b   T Tr ra ai in ni in ng g
A newly assigned Staff employee is expected to perform the full range of
duties and responsibilities assigned to that position. While State Personnel has
established no trainee position classification as such, the new employee is
designated as a “trainee”. A trainee develops the required knowledge, skills
and abilities through on-the-job training and progressively assumes the full
range of duties. The employee also receives a higher salary as he or she
moves through a training sequence. The University has an apprenticeship
agreement with the N.C. Department of Labor and uses apprenticeship
training, as appropriate.
- -    T Tu ui it ti io on n   W Wa ai iv ve er r   P Pr ro og gr ra am m
Permanent full-time employees are encouraged to participate in University
educational programs through the Tuition Waiver Program. The purpose of the
program is to provide an opportunity to take courses and have the tuition
waived at the UNC-CH or any other constituent institutions of the University of
North Carolina. Participation is voluntary and is limited to one course per
regular semester under this program, outside the employee’s regular work
schedule. This benefit may be used for career or personal development
courses. Approximately 400 staff employees benefit from this program per
semester.119
- -    E Ed du uc ca at ti io on na al l   A As ss si is st ta an nc ce e   P Pr ro og gr ra am m
The Educational Assistance Program offers reimbursement tuition to SPA
employees taking job-related courses at accredited institutions. The employee
can be reimbursed by the department, if funds are available, or through the
Employee Forum which has a limit of $ 350.00 per year. SPA employees, both
permanent full and part time, are eligible. The purpose of the Educational
Assistance Program is work force planning and development.
Employees may take courses at any accredited high school, business school,
community college, technical institute, college, university, correspondence
school, or other educational source approved by the State Personnel Director.
- -    E Em mp pl lo oy ye ee e, ,   S Sp po ou us se e   a an nd d   D De ep pe en nd de en nt t   S Sc ch ho ol la ar rs sh hi ip p   P Pr ro og gr ra am m
The undergraduate UNC Employee, Spouse and Dependent Scholarship
Program is available to any permanent employee who has worked for the
University for at least one year. Scholarships are available for both Part Time
and Full Time students on a need basis.120
7 7. .   A A   S Su um mm ma ar ry y   a an nd d   D Di is sc cu us ss si io on n   o of f   t th he e   F Fi in nd di in ng gs s
Like many other strategies in economic development, research parks as tools
of high technology policies became a popular trend in the 1980s and 1990s.
For regions faced with economic decline due to decreasing manufacturing
concentrations, research parks are viewed as a strategy to restructure and
refocus the economy in other sectors of employment. For areas performing
well, a research park may be perceived as some kind of “insurance policy” to
maintain levels of employment, as well as carry an economy into the next
century. Besides many different perceptions whether research parks meet the
expectations set by local governments and developers or not, the main reason
behind the development of a research park will undoubtedly stay the same,
and that is to stimulate economic activity (in terms of jobs, income, industry
mix, etc.) for local areas.
In case of the Research Triangle Park a lot of the desired impacts have come
forward. After a slow start, RTP took off at the beginning of the 1990s. In 2000,
141 companies were located in the Park, which employed an estimated 44,000
employees. Total payroll is estimated at $2.7 billion and the average salary of
an RTP employee is $54,145.
146
The success and expansion of RTP also led to a high influx of workers into the
Research Triangle (Durham, Orange and Wake County), shown in population
growth rates from 1990 to 2000. In Durham County population grew from
181,854 up to 204,855, an increase by 12.65 percent; Orange County’s
population rose by 19.8 percent, and Wake County’s by an incredible 43.16
percent, from 426,301 up to 610,284.
147
Because of the companies based in RTP and adjacent to it, per capita income
as well as average annual wages in all three counties (and in the total MSA)
are significantly high compared to North Carolina.
148
                                                
146 http://www.rtp.org/rtpfacts/factsheet.html
147 http://www.rtp.org/rtpfacts/population2.html
148 N.C. Department of Commerce, 2000 County and Regional Scans.121
Due to the stable employment base, the area’s unemployment rate has been
below the state and national rates. The MSA’s unemployment rate amounted
to 1.8 percent, compared to 3.2 percent in North Carolina. In 1999, Orange
County had even the lowest unemployment rate (1.1 percent) of any county in
the state.
149
There seems to be little doubt that the Research Triangle Park stimulated
economic development in this region. It helped generating jobs, led to income
growth and expanded opportunities for special groups within the labor force,
and obtained an economic restructuring of the region.
150
In the development of the Research Triangle Park, the adjacent universities
played a crucial role. The importance of universities to the success of research
parks is well documented in the literature. For the inception, growth and
fortification phases of research parks - or as a long-term goal – of high tech
clusters, research institutions and the availability of a skilled and educated
labor force are unalterable. The highly skilled nature of the population in this
area is cited as a major factor in attracting and spawning new business
investments and employment.
Many policy makers saw the grown high tech cluster as a potential source of
new jobs, but as a result of the economic boom and consequently low
unemployment rates, a tight labor market was created.
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH), intended to provide
the research park with the required scientific infrastructure, nurturing the
growing high tech cluster and act as an innovative magnet, now is a competitor
in a scarce labor market.
Since shortages of certain types of professional and technical labor developed
in the area, wage and salary levels for these occupations rose as existing
                                                
149 NC Employment Security Commission.122
businesses increased their wage and salary offers to remain competitive in the
local labor market. In addition, signing bonuses are offered and bonuses are
paid to co-workers helping in attracting other candidates.
The fact that the University’s skill needs are in most respects the same as
those in demand of the area’s high-pay employers, the organization is facing a
stiff market competition and severely weakens the University’s appeal to a
highly skilled workforce.
Retention is impeded by a non-competitive pay program and a substandard
fringe benefits package. Bound by a rigid, inflexible, and structured pay plan,
the public university loses employees, which were well-trained by the
University. In 1999, 24.6 percent of those who left for better pay/advancement
had greater than five years of service with UNC-CH and represent a great loss
of knowledge, skills and abilities. As a consequence, UNC-CH is experiencing
high turnover rates (18 percent in 1999) during the last years – and - turnover
is expensive. The most common reason for leaving the University is for better
pay/advancement. For UNC-CH, competing with private sector salaries is a
major - at the moment - intractable problem.
Retention difficulties are complicated by the high cost of living in Chapel Hill,
which are 14.3 percent above the state average.
151The rising high cost of
housing can also limit the ability of the region to attract and retain skilled
personnel needed by high tech corporations and universities.
The fact that the market offers highly skilled professionals significantly higher
remunerative opportunities creates a dilemma for higher education institutions
that are not accustomed to treating one group of staff differently from others.
Retention must be considered from a holistic perspective. It begins with well-
constructed jobs that combine the right mix of activities and challenges.
                                                                                                                                              
150 Regardless of the problem, that there is no consensus as to the definition of success for a research
park yet and that the contribution of a research park to diverse aspects of economic development is
difficult to measure.123
Defying assignments and the opportunity to learn new skills appear to be keys
to the retention of staff.
Also, the unique dynamics of the knowledge worker suggest that UNC-CH may
need to focus more on developing non-financial forms of recognition as well as
on paying for the individual rather than the position. Higher education does
compete with industry for workers with these skills. Understanding this means
considering industry salary surveys as opposed to relying on higher education
salary surveys. A well-designed hiring process attracts the individual whose
value system, talents, and skills match those of the institution. An effective
strategy also includes effective appraisal, promotion, succession planning,
training, and management practices.
For both recruitment and retention of a qualified state workforce, employment
benefits are critical in terms of attracting qualified candidates for employment.
State government offers numerous incentives for candidates to consider when
competing for jobs; however, the state’s benefits package may not be as
attractive as in the past given the influx of large companies with liberal
benefits.
An important factor therefore involves the design, implementation and
maintenance of compensation and benefits programs. Organizations with
effective and competitive compensation systems are typically perceived as
providing a positive working environment for employees. Compensation
systems that are responsive to often rapid and dynamic changes in the labor
market create an important foundation for the recruitment and retention of
employees. Organizations, whether public or private, that recognize the
importance of a competitive compensation plan including meaningful benefits
for employees will likely enhance and improve their ability to compete in the
labor market for skills and abilities needed to support the organization’s
mission.
                                                                                                                                              
151 Equal Opportunity Plan for Staff Employees at the UNC-CH, March 1, 1997.124
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